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Technical introduction to the Y1 range
The range design concept and main features

Y1 range includes a wide range of thermostats in IP65* metal housing with high mechanical resistance (IK10** except
models with external knob), intended for commercial or industrial applicaions covering ranges from -35 °C to +760 °C.
Technical details are the result of more than 50 years of experience and ield comments.
*IP65= totally protected against dust and protected against low pressure water jets from all direcions
**IK10= resistant to the impact of a 5kg weight dropped from 40 cm(=20 Joules)

Compaible thermostats

Fixed seing, manual-reset,liquid
Electronic thermostats, ambient or Temperature control, liquid expansion expansion
thermostats, single pole
anifreeze
thermostats, single pole and 3 poles
double pole or 3 poles.

of temperature control Bimetal expansion rod temperature Bimetal expansion rod manual reset
Adjustable manual-reset, liquid Combinaion
control thermostats, single pole and thermostats, single pole and double
+ manual reset liquid expansion
expansion thermostats, single pole
pole
double pole
thermostat, single pole

Set point adjustments on control thermostat (IP65)

Inside adjustment

Screw driver adjustment,
under screwed cap

Inside adjustment by knob,
access by window

Outside knob adjustment,
Outside knob adjustment,
thermostat mounted on
botom mounted thermostat
cover
(not available on all models) (3 pole and electronic
control)

Manual reset thermostats: access to reset buton (IP65)

Fixed seing limiter, inside manual reset

Fixed seing limiter, outside manual reset with
a tool
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Liquid expansion thermostats,
ambient or anifreeze
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(See catalogue Nr 1 for extensive descripion of these thermostats)

adjustable seing limiter, outside set point
adjustment under screwed cap,outside manual
reset with a tool

Combinaion of control and manual reset thermostats: access to set point adjustment and
to reset buton (IP65)

Control thermostat with
Control thermostat with
Control thermostat with
Control thermostat with
outside set point
outside
set
point
adjustment
inside set point adjustment, inside set point adjustment, under screwed cap, manual adjustment under screwed
manual reset thermostat with manual reset thermostat with
window, manual reset
reset thermostat with
inside access
outside access with a tool
thermostat with outside
outside access with a tool
access with a tool
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Control thermostat with
outside set point
adjustment by knob,
manual reset thermostat
with outside access with
a tool
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The electrical
connecion of single
The internal grounding
bulb and capillary
Metallic adjustment pole
is made by a M4
models is made by a
shats
and
capillaries
are
stainless steel terminal grounded (compliance 3 x 2.5 mm² terminal
with saddle and
block, 15A, 250V, with
ani-loosening washer to EN 60335-1, § 22-34) terminal protecion
cover. (compliance
with EN60335-26-1)

Thermostats are
on the botom
The electrical connecion mounted
of the enclosure,
of 2 and 3 pole limiters,
without electrical or
3 pole thermostats,
connecion to
bimetal rod thermostats capillary
the cover to facilitate
and electronic control
wiring.
is made directly to the
the excepion
screw terminals on the of(With
3 pole models with
device
external handle, and
electronic controls)

Output made by cable
gland ISO M16 PA66,
IP68, for cable dia. 5 to
10 mm. 3 pole models
and electronic versions
have two M16 cable
glands.

Sensors and temperature measurement probes

- Electronic ambient measurement sensor are protected by a silicone boot.
- The outputs of the temperature sensors of electronic models are protected by a lexible stainless steel sheath.
- The outputs by capillary are protected by a lexible stainless steel sheath terminated by a ferrule for pocket mouning, or by
a lexible silicone terminaion for measurements without pocket.
- Rod thermostat outputs are sealed with gasket.
- Rod thermostats exist with bimetallic expansion or liquid expansion measuring system
- The pocket mouning system is idenical across the Y1 range (see Y1 range accessories)
- Rods are made of 304L stainless steel

Capillary output

Electronic ambient measurement sensors

Rod output

Silicone boot (1) or ferrule
(2) terminaion for capillary output

Rod output pocket mouning system

Pipe mouning bracket model (1: SS304 band,
2: Hose clamps, 3: Tie wraps)

Temperature measurement principles
(non electronic models)

Bimetallic expansion measurement: Used on some rod models.

Liquid expansion measurement: Used on the ambient control thermostats,
bulb and capillary thermostats, pipe mouning thermostats and on some rod
thermostat models

Advantages:
- Fast response ime,
- No risk of leakage measurement
- Simple mechanical
- Insensiive to ambient temperature variaions on the head
- Measurement of the average temperature over the enire length of the rod
- Good resistance to overheaing
Disadvantages:
- Relaively sensiive to vibraions,
- Rigid rod cannot be bent or folded
- Length cannot be changed

Advantages:
- Available in diferent capillary lengths
- Allows to make rod thermostats with short or very long probes
- Flexibility of the capillary
- Quite insensiive to vibraions
Disadvantages:
- Sensiive to ambient temperature variaions on the body
- The risk of leakage on bulb or capillary requires in some applicaions to use
failsafe limiters
- The overheaing of the bulb beyond the permissible values may cause
deterioraion of the diastat
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Electrical connecions and cable outputs

Technical introduction to the Y1 range
Fasteners and ideniicaion
Stainless steel capive cover
screws

Miniature chain provides non-detachable cover,avoiding to
Ani-galvanic corrosion
drop it during electrical connecion or maintenance.
insulaing washers under the
(Comply to EN60335-26-1)
screw heads

Aluminum enclosure material
Material and standards
ADC12 (JIS H5302:2000)

Si
9.6-12.0

Cu
1.5-3.5

Mg
<0.3

Zn
<1.0

Surface protecion

Mn
<0.5

Fe
0.6-0.9

Ni
<0.5

Sn
<0.2

Al
rest

Regulaions

Non-self reseing protecive device:
It requires the use of a tool or removal of a cover to reset it. (EN60335-1, §30-1)
Adjustable limiter:
Appliances provided with controls or switching devices are tested with these controls or devices adjusted to their most unfavourable seing, if the seing can
be altered by the user. If the adjusing means of the control is accessible without the aid of a tool, this sub-clause applies whether the seing can be altered
by hand or with the aid of a tool. If the adjusing means is not accessible without the aid of a tool and if the seing is not intended to be altered by the user,
this sub-clause does not apply.
Adequate sealing is regarded as prevening alteraion of the seing by the user (EN60335-1, §5-6).

Deiniions of temperature control devices

Thermostat:
Temperature-sensing device, the operaing temperature of which may be either ixed or adjustable and which during normal operaion keeps the
temperature of the controlled part between certain limits by automaically opening and closing a circuit (EN60335-1§3.7.1)
Temperature limiter:
Temperature-sensing device, the operaing temperature of which may be either ixed or adjustable and which during normal operaion operates by opening
or closing a circuit when the temperature of the controlled part reaches a predetermined value. It does not make the reverse operaion during the normal
duty cycle of the appliance. It may or may not require manual reseing. (EN60335-1§3.7.2)
Thermal cut-out:
Device which during abnormal operaion limits the temperature of the controlled part by automaically opening the circuit, or by reducing the current, and is
constructed so that its seing cannot be altered by the user (EN60335-1§3.7.3)
Self-reseing thermal cut-out:
Thermal cut-out that automaically restores the current ater the relevant part of the appliance has cooled down suiciently (EN60335-1§3.7.4)
Non-self-reseing thermal cut-out:
Thermal cut-out that requires a manual operaion for reseing, or replacement of a part, in order to restore the current. (EN60335-1§3.7.5).
Protecive device:
Device, the operaion of which prevents a hazardous situaion under abnormal operaion condiions (EN60335-1§3.7.6)
Thermal link:
Thermal cut-out which operates only once and requires parial or complete replacement (EN60335-1§3.7.7)

Descripion of thermostats used in Y1 enclosures

(For more informaion, consult the Introducion to Thermostats Technology in our catalogue N°1)
8G

KR

Bulb and capillary control thermostat,
liquid expansion, appliance type,
Single Pole Double Throw contact,
16A 250V
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- wall mouning models for ambient
temperature control,
- bulb and capillary models,
- rod models
- tube mount models.
Temperature ranges available from
-35°C to 300°C.
Electrical life ime: 100.000 cycles.

Bulb and capillary control thermostat,
liquid expansion, commercial and
industrial type, Single Pole Double
Throw contact, 15A 250V/400V
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- wall mouning models for ambient
temperature control,
- bulb and capillary models,
- rod models.
Temperature ranges available from
-25°C to 760°C.
Electrical life ime: 500.000 cycles.
They withstand -50°C.
Do not it combined versions with a
safety thermostat.
(also available in low diferenial
version: KU)

8L

KX

Bulb and capillary cut-outs, ixed
seing, fail safe, vapor pressure
(also called boiling), appliance type,
Normally Closed contact, 15A 250V
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- wall mouning models with manual
reset (unusual version),
- bulb and capillary models,
- rod models,
- tube mount models.
Temperature set points available
between +70°C to +300°C.
Electrical life ime: 300 cycles.

Bulb and capillary cut-outs, with
adjustable set point, liquid expansion,
commercial and industrialtype,
Single Pole Normally Closed contact,
15A 250V/400V
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- wall mouning models with ambient
temperature control,
- bulb and capillary models,
- rod models.
They withstand -50°C.
Do not it combined versions with a
control thermostat.
Temperature ranges available
between -25°C to 760°C.
Electrical life ime: 100.000 cycles.

8C

SR, VR

1R, 1B

Invar Rod thermostats for temperature control, commercial and
industrial type, Single Pole Double
Throw contact, 15A 250V/400V
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- rod models.
Temperature ranges available from 0°C
to 150°C for S series and up to 300°C
for V series.
Electrical life ime: 500.000 cycles.
Do not it combined versions with a
safety thermostat.
(also available in low diferenial versions: SU, VU)

Invar Rod thermostats for
temperature control, commercial
and industrial type, Single Pole
Double Throw contact (1R) or
Double Pole Normally Closed (1B),
15A 250V/400V
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- rod models.
Temperature ranges available from
-10°C to 165°C.
Electrical life ime: 100.000 cycles.
Do not it combined versions with a
safety thermostat.
(also available in low diferenial
versions: 1U, 1C)

8X

82

1X, 1E

Bulb and capillary cut-outs,ixed
seing, vapor pressure (also called
boiling), appliance type, Double Pole
Normally Closed contacts, 20A 250V
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- wall mouning models with manuel
reset (unusual version),
- bulb and capillary models,
- rod models,
- tube mount models.
Do not it combined versions with a
control thermostat.
Temperature set points available
between +70°C to +170°C.
Electrical life ime: 300 cycles.

Bulb and capillary cut-out,ixed
seing, vapor pressure (also called
boiling), commercial type, Three Pole
Normally Closed contacts, 25A 250V,
16A 400V, double break contacts
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- wall mouning models with manual
reset (unusual version),
- bulb and capillary models,
- rod models,
- tube mount models.
Do not it combined versions with a
control thermostat.
Temperature set points available
between +70°C to +170°C.
Electrical life ime: 300 cycles (250V),
1000 cycles (400V) .

Invar Rod thermostats with manual
reset, commercial and industrial type,
adjustable or ixed seing, Single Pole
Double Throw (1X) or Double Pole
Normally Closed (1E), 15A 250V/400V
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- rod models.
Do not it combined versions with a
control thermostat.
Temperature ranges available from
-10°C to 165°C.
Electrical life ime: 1000 cycles.

Bulb and capillary control thermostats, liquid expansion, appliance
type, three poles, Normally Closed
contacts, 16A 250V, 10A 400V
For Y1 series, they are used in the
following versions:
- wall mouning models for ambient
temperature control,
- bulb and capillary models,
- rod models
- tube mount models.
Temperature ranges available from
-35°C to 300°C.
Electrical life ime: 100.000 cycles.
Do not it combined versions with a
safety thermostat.
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Comparaive features of the Y1 range models
Ambiance control thermostats, anifreeze thermostats

Sensing element
Set point adjustment access
Liquid
Electronic Inside Cap Window Outside
Knob
expansion sensor

Control

Acion type
Manual
Combinaion
reset
control + reset

Contacts

Limits of possible
temperature ranges

Y1A KR KU

-25+70°C

Y1A

-35+40°C

8G*

Y1B KR KU

-25+70°C

Y1B

-35+40°C

8G*

Y1C KR KU

-25+70°C

Y1C

8G*

-35+40°C

Y1C

8C

-35+40°C

Y1D 2PE2N

-35+40°C

Y1E 2PE2N

-35+40°C

Y1F 2PE2N

-35+40°C

* This range can also be done with manual reset models or combined control thermostat + manual reset (Unusual opions). Contact us for references

Pipe surface mouning thermostats (liquid expansion sensor)

Type
Y1

Set point adjustment access
Manual reset access
Type
Outside
Outside
inside Inside Cap Window Knob Inside access under Control
screwed cap

Acion type
Manual
Combinaion
reset
control + reset

Y10

KR, KU

0+120°C

Y10

8G

4+110°C

Y11

KR, KU

0+120°C

Y11

8G

4+110°C

Y12

KR, KU

0+120°C

Y12

8G

4+110°C

Y12

8C

4+120°C

Y13

8L*

Contacts

Limits of possible
temperature
ranges

30-120°C
Fail safe

Y13

70-120°C

8X*
Fail safe

Y13

70-120°C

82*
Fail safe

Y14

KXA*,
KXF

0+120

Y15

KXA*

0+120

Y16

8G+8L*

4+120°C

Y17

8G+8L*

4+120°C

* This range can also be done with internal manual reset (Unusual opions). Contact us for references
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Type Type
Y1 inside

Technical introduction to the Y1 range
Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Manual reset
access

Inside*

Cap

Acion type
Control

Manual Combinaion
reset
control + reset

Contacts

Limits of possible
temperature
ranges

Y1G

KR
KU

-25+760°C

Y1G

8G

-35+300°C

Y1H

KR KU

-25+760°C

Y1H

8G

-35+300°C

Y1I

KR KU

-25+760°C

Y1I

8G

-35+300°C

Y1J

KR KU

-25+760°C

Y1J

8G

-35+300°C

Y1J

8C

-35+300°C

Y1K

8L

60-300°C
Fail safe

Y1K

60-170°C

8X
Fail safe

Y1K

60-170°C

82
Fail safe

Y1L

60-300°C

8L
Fail safe

Y1L

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Set point adjustment access
Inside Screwed
Window Outside
cap
Knob

60-170°C

8X
Fail safe

Y1L

60-170°C

82
Fail safe

Y1M

KXA

-25+760

Y1N

KXA

-25+760

Y1O

KXA

-25+760

Y1P

8G+8L

60-300°C
Fail safe
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Type Type
Y1 inside

60-300°C

Y1Q 8G+8L
Fail safe
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Rod thermostats

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Set point adjustment access

Y1R SR, SU

-50+150

Y1R VR, VU

0-400

Y1R

8G

-35+300

Y1R KR, KU

-25+760

Y1S SR, SU

-50+200

Y1S VR, VU

0-400

Y1S

8G

-35+300

Y1S KR, KU

-25+760

Y1T

-35+300

8G

Y1T KR, KU

-25+760

Y1T

-35+300

8C

Y1U 1R, 1U

-10+165°C

Y1U 1B, 1C

-10+165°C

Y1V

60-300°C

8L
Fail safe

Y1V
Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Manual reset
Acion type
Limits of
access
possible
Contacts
Combinaion
temperature
Liquid Bimetal Inside Screwed Window Outside Inside* Screwed Control Manual control +
cap
Knob
ranges
reset
expansion Rod
Cap
reset
Sensing element

60-170°C

8X
Fail safe

Y1V

60-170°C

82
Fail safe

Y1W KXA, KXF

-25+760

Y1X

KXA

-25+760

Y1Y

1X

-10+165°C

Y1Y

1D

-10+165°C
60-300°C

Y1Z 8G+8L
* This range can also be done with internal access manual reset (Unusual opions). Contact us for references
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Y1 inside
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Main products of the Y1 range
Ambient temperature thermostats and anifreeze thermostats
Pages 34-35

Y1B
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Ambient temperature thermostat control,
internal adjustment (single pole)

Y1D

Y1C

Page 41

Y1E

Page 42

Y1F

Ambient temperature electronic control, internal Ambient temperature electronic control, outside
adjustment by window (single pole)
adjustment by window (single pole)

Bulb and capillary thermostats

Y1G

Pages 44-45

Bulb and capillary thermostat,
control, internal adjustment
(single pole)

Y1K

Bulb and capillary thermostat,
manual reset, ixed seing internal
access (single pole, double pole and
3 poles)

Y1O

Y1H

Pages 46-47

Bulb and capillary thermostat,
control, outside adjustment under
screwed cap (single pole)

Pages 53-55

Pages 38-40

Ambient temperature thermostat control, outside Ambient temperature thermostat control, outside
adjustment by window (single pole)
adjustment by knob (single pole and 3 poles)

Y1L

Pages 56-58

Y1I

Ambient temperature electronic control, knob
outside adjustment (single pole)

Y1J

Pages 48-49

Bulb and capillary thermostat,
control, outside window adjustment
(single pole)

Y1M

Page 43

Pages 50-52

Bulb and capillary thermostat,
control, outside knob adjustment
(single pole and 3 pole )

Pages 59-60

Y1N

Page 61

Bulb and capillary thermostat,
Bulb and capillary thermostat,
Bulb and capillary thermostat,
manual reset, ixed seing external adjustable manual reset, internal adjustable manual reset, adjustment
access by tool (single pole, double adjustment andmanual reset external inside screwed cap andmanual reset
external access by tool (single pole )
access by tool (single pole )
pole and 3 poles)

Page 62

Y1P

Bulb and capillary thermostat, external adjustable
seing by knob, manual reset under screwed cap
with access by tool (single pole)
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Pages 36-37

Page 63

Bulb and capillary thermostat, outside knob
adjustment for control combinated with ixed
seing manual reset, external access by tool
(single pole)

Y1Q

Page 64

Bulb and capillary thermostat, windows knob
adjustment for control combinated with ixed
seing manual reset, external access by tool
(single pole and 3 pole)
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Rod thermostats

Rod thermostat, control,
internal knob adjustment
(single pole)

Y1W

Y1S

Pages 69-72

Y1T

Rod thermostat, control,
outside knob adjustment
(single pole and 3 poles)

Rod thermostat, control,
window knob adjustment
(single pole)

Y1X

Pages 81-82

Pages 73-75

Page 83

Y1U

Pages 76-77

Y1V

Pages 78-80

Rod thermostat, control, Rod thermostat, ixed seing
inside adjustment, miniature manual reset, reset external
housing,
access by tool
(single pole and double pole)
(single pole)

Y1Y

Pages 84-85

Y1Z

Rod thermostat, manual reset
Rod thermostat, external adjustable Rod thermostat, external manual
internal adjustable seing, reset seing manual reset inside screwed reset with tool, inside adjustment,
miniature housing, (single pole and
inside screwed cap, with access by cap, reset external access by tool
(single pole)
double pole)
tool (single pole)

Page 86

Rod thermostat, outside knob
adjustment for control combinated
with ixed seing manual reset,
external access by tool (single pole)

Pipe temperature control thermostats
Y10

Pages 87-88

Pipe temperature control thermostat, control,
internal knob adjustment (single pole)

Y13

Pages 94-96

Pipe temperature control thermostat, ixed
seing manual reset, manual reset external
access by tool (single pole)

Y16

Y11

Pages 89-90

Pipe temperature control thermostat, control,
window knob adjustment (single pole)

Y14

Page 97

Y12

Pages 91-93

Pipe temperature control thermostat, control,
outside knob adjustment (single pole and 3
poles)

Y15

Page 98

Pipe temperature control thermostat, manual
Pipe temperature control thermostat, manual reset
adjustable seing under screwed cap, reset
reset internal adjustable seing, reset inside
inside screwed cap, with access by tool
screwed cap, with access by tool (single pole)
(single pole)

Pages 99

Pipe temperature combinaion control thermostat, external adjustable
seing inside screwed cap, manual reset external access by tool
(single pole)
Explosion proof version exist, see catalogue N°4

Y17
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Pages 65-68
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Y1R

Pages 100

Pipe temperature combinaion control thermostat, external adjustable
seing by knob, manual reset external access by tool (single pole)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Adjustment

Control

Internal

Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Ambient

Range °C

Model

Y1A

Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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KR, KU

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the
knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid illed bulb. Temperature measurement is made by bulb located on the side of the mouning bracket,
under protecion tube
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminals connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references

Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-25+25°C (-15+80°F)
-10+15°C (15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
34

Standard diferenial

Reduced diferenial

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Maximum ambient
temperature °C (°F)

Y1AKRA-25025220E
Y1AKRA-10015200E
Y1AKRA000050200E
Y1AKRA000070500E

3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)
3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)
3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)
5±2°C (9±3.6°F

Y1AKUA-25025220E
Y1AKUA-10015200E
Y1AKUA000050200E
Y1AKUA000070500E

2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)

60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
80°C (180°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type

Ambient and anifreeze

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Adjustment

Control

Internal

Ambient and anifreeze
Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Ambient

Range °C

Model

Y1A

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the
knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Sensing element: Liquid illed bulb. Temperature measurement is made by bulb located on the side of the mouning bracket,
under protecion tube
Acion: temperature control.
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminals connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

8G

Main references

Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
-10+40°C (15-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)

Maximum ambient temperature °C (°F)
References
55°C (130°F)
Y1A8GB-35035AA6E
60°C (140°F)
Y1A8GB-10040AA6E
60°C (140°F)
Y1A8GB004040AA6E

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Adjustment

Control

Window

Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Ambient

Range °C

Model

Y1B

Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KR, KU

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. External access by window. Shipped with
°C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid illed bulb. Temperature measurement is made by bulb located on the side of the mouning bracket,
under protecion tube
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminals connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references

Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-25+25°C (-15+80°F)
-10+15°C (15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
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Standard diferenial

Reduced diferenial

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Maximum ambient
temperature °C (°F)

Y1BKRA-25025220F
Y1BKRA-10015200F
Y1BKRA000050200F
Y1BKRA000070500F

3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)
3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)
3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)
5±2°C (9±3.6°F

Y1BKUA-25025220F
Y1BKUA-10015200F
Y1BKUA000050200F
Y1BKUA000070500F

2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)

60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
80°C (180°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com
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Type

Ambient and anifreeze

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Adjustment

Control

Window

Ambient and anifreeze
Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Ambient

Range °C

Model

Y1B

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob with window external access. Shipped
with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Sensing element: Liquid illed bulb. Temperature measurement is made by bulb located on the side of the mouning bracket,
under protecion tube
Acion: temperature control.
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminals connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice
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Main references

Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
-10+40°C (15-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)

Maximum ambient temperature °C (°F)
References
55°C (130°F)
Y1B8GB-35035AA6F
60°C (140°F)
Y1B8GB-10040AA6F
60°C (140°F)
Y1B8GB004040AA6F

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Adjustment

Control

External Knob

Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Ambient

Range °C

Model

Y1C

Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KR, KU

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK6, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the
knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
There are no electrical wires between the cover and the thermostat mounted on the botom of the enclosure. The knob is
atached to the cover, and has a coupler for its connecion to the thermostat.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid illed bulb. Temperature measurement is made by bulb located on the side of the mouning bracket,
under protecion tube
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references

Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-25+25°C (-15+80°F)
-10+15°C (15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
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Standard diferenial

Reduced diferenial

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Maximum ambient
temperature °C (°F)

Y1CKRA-25025220E
Y1CKRA-10015200E
Y1CKRA000050200E
Y1CKRA000070500E

3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)
3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)
3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °F)
5±2°C (9±3.6°F)

Y1CKUA-25025220E
Y1CKUA-10015200E
Y1CKUA000050200E
Y1CKUA000070500E

2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
3±1°C (5.5±1.8 °?)

60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
80°C (180°?)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Ambient and anifreeze

Type

Adjustment

Control

External Knob

Ambient and anifreeze
Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Ambient

Range °C

Model

Y1C

Internal
control

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK6, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the
knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
No electrical wires between the cover and the thermostat mounted on the botom of the enclosure. Knob is atached to the
cover, and has a coupler for its connecion to the thermostat.
Sensing element: Liquid illed bulb. Temperature measurement is made by bulb located on the side of the mouning bracket,
under protecion tube
Acion: temperature control.
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminals connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

Main references

Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
-10+40°C (15-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)

Maximum ambient temperature °C (°F)
55°C (130°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

References
Y1C8GB-35035AA6E
Y1C8GB-10040AA6E
Y1C8GB004040AA6E
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Adjustment

Control

External Knob

Contact

Measurement

Tripolaire

Ambiance

Range °C

Model

Y1C

Internal
control

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

8C

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
Internal adjustment under window cap is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact
resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
For use in 250V or 400V, 3 phases
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the
knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Remark: The thermostat , its wiring and knob are atached to the cover
Sensing element: Liquid illed bulb. Temperature measurement is made by bulb located on the side of the mouning bracket,
under protecion tube
Acion: temperature control.
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: 2x M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: 3 poles, open on temperature rise
Electrical raing: 3 x 16A (2,6) 250V alt. 3 x10 (0.6) 400V alt
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references

Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
40

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)

Maximum ambient temperature °C (°F)
55°C (130°F)
60°C (140°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

References
Y1C8CB-35035AA6G
Y1C8CB004040AA6G

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Ambient and anifreeze

Type

Adjustment

Control

Internal

Ambient and anifreeze
Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Ambient

Range °C

Model

Y1D

Thermostat

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
This electronic model allows temperature control with smaller diferenial than liquid expansion
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), 0-10°C (32-50°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the
knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Sensing element: NTC sensor located on the side of the mouning bracket, under waterproof silicone protecion cap.
Acion: electronic temperature control, on of acion
Diferenial: Adjustable by poteniometer located under the internal knob
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: open on temperature rise or close on temperature rise. Selecion is made with a switch, with access ater removing
internal knob.
Power supply: universal, from 90 to 240V, 50Hz or 60Hz
Electrical raing: 16A 250VAC res.
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -20°C (-5°F)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

Main references

Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
0-10°C (32-50°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)

Diferenial °C (°F)
0.5~5.5°C (0.9~10°F)
0.5~2.5°C (0.9~4.5°F)
0.5~2.5°C (0.9~4.5°F)

Maximum ambient temperature °C (°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

References
Y1D2PE2N6-35035E
Y1D2PE2N6000010E
Y1D2PE2N6004040E
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Adjustment

Control

Window

Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Ambient

Range °C

Model

Y1E

Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

2PE2N6

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
This electronic model allows temperature control with smaller diferenial than liquid expansion
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), 0-10°C (32-50°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob with external access by window. Shipped
with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Sensing element: NTC sensor located on the side of the mouning bracket, under waterproof silicone protecion cap.
Acion: electronic temperature control, on of acion
Diferenial: Adjustable by poteniometer located under the internal knob
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: open on temperature rise or close on temperature rise. Selecion is made with a switch, with access ater removing
internal knob.
Power supply: universal, from 90 to 240V, 50Hz or 60Hz
Electrical raing: 16A 250VAC res.
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -20°C (-5°F)

Main references

Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
0-10°C (32-50°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
42

Diferenial °C (°F)
0.5~5.5°C (0.9~10°F)
0.5~2.5°C (0.9~4.5°F)
0.5~2.5°C (0.9~4.5°F)

Maximum ambient temperature °C (°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

References
Y1E2PE2N6-35035F
Y1E2PE2N6000010F
Y1E2PE2N6004040F

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type

Ambient and anifreeze

Type

Adjustment

Control

External knob

Ambient and anifreeze
Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Ambient

Range °C

Model

Y1F

Thermostat

Applicaions:
- Wall mouning for indoor temperature control of cold room
- Temperature control of industrial or commercial premises.
- Outdoor temperature control of anifreeze heaters,
- Green houses and livestock stables temperature control
This electronic model allows temperature control with smaller diferenial than liquid expansion
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate which keeps
temperature sensing element away from the wall. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), 0-10°C (32-50°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the
knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
No electrical wires between the cover and the thermostat mounted on the botom of the enclosure. Knob is atached to the
cover, and has a coupler for its connecion to the thermostat
Sensing element: NTC sensor located on the side of the mouning bracket, under waterproof silicone protecion cap.
Acion: electronic temperature control, on of acion
Diferenial: Adjustable by poteniometer located under the internal knob
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: open on temperature rise or close on temperature rise. Selecion is made with a switch, with access ater removing
internal knob.
Power supply: universal, from 90 to 240V, 50Hz or 60Hz
Electrical raing: 16A 250VAC res.
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -20°C (-5°F)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

Main references

Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
0-10°C (32-50°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)

Diferenial °C (°F)
0.5~5.5°C (0.9~10°F)
0.5~2.5°C (0.9~4.5°F)
0.5~2.5°C (0.9~4.5°F)

Maximum ambient temperature °C (°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

References
Y1F2PE2N6-35035E
Y1F2PE2N6000010E
Y1F2PE2N6004040E
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

Control

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Internal

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1G

Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KR, KU
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Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F),
50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F), 60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)
-25+25°C(-15+80°F)
-10+15°C(15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F)

Standard diferenial
References
Diferenial °C (°F)

Reduced diferenial
References
Diferenial °C (°F)

Y1GKRA-25025220G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1GKUA-25025220G 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
Y1GKRA-10015220G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1GKUA-10015220G 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
Y1GKRA000050200G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1GKUA000050200G 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
Y1GKRA000070520G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1GKUA000070520G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1GKRA000070120G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1GKUA000070120G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1GKRA020090500G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1GKUA020090500G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1GKRA020090100G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1GKUA020090100G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1GKRA010150500G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1GKUA010150500G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1GKRA010150100G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1GKUA010150100G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1GKRA080200010G 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1GKUA080200010G 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
Y1GKRA050300010G 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1GKUA050300010G 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
Y1GKRA010450700G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1GKUA010450700G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1GKRA010450900G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1GKUA010450900G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1GKRA060500700G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1GKUA060500700G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1GKRA060500900G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1GKUA060500900G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1GKRA180600700G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1GKUA180600700G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1GKRA180600900G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1GKUA180600900G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1GKRA280700700G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1GKUA280700800G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)

Capillary
length
(C, mm)
1500
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500

Bulb
diameter
(D, mm)
6.4
6.4
6.4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4
4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
3
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Bulb length
(E, mm)
152
152
152
130
130
130
130
130
130
100
100
120
120
120
120
120
120
300

Max.
temperature
on bulb °C (°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Control

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Internal

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1G

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C
(120-570°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

8G

Main references
Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
-10+40°C (15-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(E, mm)

Max. temperature on
bulb °C (°F)

Y1G8GB-35035AO6G
Y1G8GB-10040AO6G
Y1G8GB004040AO6G
Y1G8GB030090AO6G
Y1G8GB030110AO6G
Y1G8GB050200AO6G
Y1G8GB050300AO3G

3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)

1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

6
6
6
6
6
6
3

98
120
140
87
83
59
165

55°C (130°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
250°C (480°F)
350°C (660°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

Control

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Screwed cap

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1H

Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
Internal adjustment under screwed cap is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted, and avoid to remove the cover for set point adjustment
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F),
50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F), 60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob, with access ater removal of a screwed cap. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the
knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)
-25+25°C(-15+80°F)
-10+15°C(15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F)

Standard diferenial
References
Diferenial °C (°F)

Reduced diferenial
References
Diferenial °C (°F)

Y1HKRA-25025220G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1HKUA-25025220G 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
Y1HKRA-10015220G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1HKUA-10015220G 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
Y1HKRA000050200G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1HKUA000050200G 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
Y1HKRA000070520G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1HKUA000070520G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1HKRA000070120G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1HKUA000070120G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1HKRA020090500G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1HKUA020090500G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1HKRA020090100G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1HKUA020090100G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1HKRA010150500G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1HKUA010150500G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1HKRA010150100G 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1HKUA010150100G 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
Y1HKRA080200010G 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1HKUA080200010G 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
Y1HKRA050300010G 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1HKUA050300010G 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
Y1HKRA010450700G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1HKUA010450700G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1HKRA010450900G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1HKUA010450900G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1HKRA060500700G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1HKUA060500700G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1HKRA060500900G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1HKUA060500900G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1HKRA180600700G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1HKUA180600700G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1HKRA180600900G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1HKUA180600900G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
Y1HKRA280700700G 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1HKUA280700800G 12±4°C (22±7 °F)

Capillary
length
(C, mm)
1500
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500

Bulb
diameter
(D, mm)
6.4
6.4
6.4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4
4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
3
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Bulb length
(E, mm)
152
152
152
130
130
130
130
130
130
100
100
120
120
120
120
120
120
300

Max.
temperature
on bulb °C (°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Control

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Screwed cap

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1H

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
Internal adjustment under screwed cap is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted, and avoid to remove the cover for set point adjustment
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C (120570°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob with access by screwed cap. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F
printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

8G

Main references
Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
-10+40°C (15-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(E, mm)

Max. temperature on
bulb °C (°F)

Y1H8GB-35035AO6G
Y1H8GB-10040AO6G
Y1H8GB004040AO6G
Y1H8GB030090AO6G
Y1H8GB030110AO6G
Y1H8GB050200AO6G
Y1H8GB050300AO3G

3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)

1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

6
6
6
6
6
6
3

98
120
140
87
83
59
165

55°C (130°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
250°C (480°F)
350°C (660°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

Control

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Window

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1I

Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
Internal adjustment under window cap is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted, allows visualizing the set point and avoid removing the cover for
set point adjustment.
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F),
50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F), 60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob, with access ater opening of a window equipped with high impact resistance glass.
Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)
-25+25°C(-15+80°F)
-10+15°C(15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F)

Standard diferenial
References
Diferenial °C (°F)
Y1IKRA-25025220H
Y1IKRA-10015220H
Y1IKRA000050200H
Y1IKRA000070520H
Y1IKRA000070120H
Y1IKRA020090500H
Y1IKRA020090100H
Y1IKRA010150500H
Y1IKRA010150100H
Y1IKRA080200010H
Y1IKRA050300010H
Y1IKRA010450700H
Y1IKRA010450900H
Y1IKRA060500700H
Y1IKRA060500900H
Y1IKRA180600700H
Y1IKRA180600900H
Y1IKRA280700700H

3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
10±4°C (18±7°F)
10±4°C (18±7°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)

Reduced diferenial
References
Diferenial °C (°F)
Y1IKUA-25025220H
Y1IKUA-10015220H
Y1IKUA000050200H
Y1IKUA000070520H
Y1IKUA000070120H
Y1IKUA020090500H
Y1IKUA020090100H
Y1IKUA010150500H
Y1IKUA010150100H
Y1IKUA080200010H
Y1IKUA050300010H
Y1IKUA010450700H
Y1IKUA010450900H
Y1IKUA060500700H
Y1IKUA060500900H
Y1IKUA180600700H
Y1IKUA180600900H
Y1IKUA280700700H

2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)

Capillary
length
(C, mm)
1500
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500

Bulb
diameter
(D, mm)
6.4
6.4
6.4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4
4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
3
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Bulb length
(E, mm)
152
152
152
130
130
130
130
130
130
100
100
120
120
120
120
120
120
300

Max.
temperature
on bulb °C (°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Control

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Window

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1I

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
Internal adjustment under window is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted, allows to visualize the set point and avoid to remove the cover for set
point adjustment
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C (120570°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob with access by window equipped with high impact polycarbonate glass. Shipped with °C
printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Closeon temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

8G

Main references
Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
-10+40°C (15-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(E, mm)

Max. temperature on
bulb °C (°F)

Y1I8GB-35035AO6H
Y1I8GB-10040AO6H
Y1I8GB004040AO6H
Y1I8GB030090AO6H
Y1I8GB030110AO6H
Y1I8GB050200AO6H
Y1I8GB050300AO3H

3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)

1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

6
6
6
6
6
6
3

98
120
140
87
83
59
165

55°C (130°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
250°C (480°F)
350°C (660°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

Control

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

External Knob

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1J

Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KR, KU
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Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
Internal adjustment under window cap is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious
acions. very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK6, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F),
50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F), 60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
There are no electrical wires between the cover and the thermostat mounted on the botom of the enclosure. The knob is atached to the cover, and has a coupler for its
connecion to the thermostat.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)
-25+25°C(-15+80°F)
-10+15°C(15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F)

Standard diferenial
References
Diferenial °C (°F)
Y1JKRA-25025220G
Y1JKRA-10015220G
Y1JKRA000050200G
Y1JKRA000070520G
Y1JKRA000070120G
Y1JKRA020090500G
Y1JKRA020090100G
Y1JKRA010150500G
Y1JKRA010150100G
Y1JKRA080200010G
Y1JKRA050300010G
Y1JKRA010450700G
Y1JKRA010450900G
Y1JKRA060500700G
Y1JKRA060500900G
Y1JKRA180600700G
Y1JKRA180600900G
Y1JKRA280700700G

3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
10±4°C (18±7°F)
10±4°C (18±7°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)
20±6°C (36±11°F)

Reduced diferenial
References
Diferenial °C (°F)
Y1JKUA-25025220G
Y1JKUA-10015220G
Y1JKUA000050200G
Y1JKUA000070520G
Y1JKUA000070120G
Y1JKUA020090500G
Y1JKUA020090100G
Y1JKUA010150500G
Y1JKUA010150100G
Y1JKUA080200010G
Y1JKUA050300010G
Y1JKUA010450700G
Y1JKUA010450900G
Y1JKUA060500700G
Y1JKUA060500900G
Y1JKUA180600700G
Y1JKUA180600900G
Y1JKUA280700700G

2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)
12±4°C (22±7 °F)

Capillary
length
(C, mm)
1500
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500

Bulb
diameter
(D, mm)
6.4
6.4
6.4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4
4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
3
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Bulb length
(E, mm)
152
152
152
130
130
130
130
130
130
100
100
120
120
120
120
120
120
300

Max.
temperature
on bulb °C (°F)
50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Control

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

External Knob

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1J

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
Knob external adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK6, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C (120570°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Remark: The thermostat , its wiring and knob are atached to the cover
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

8G

Main references
Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
-10+40°C (15-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(E, mm)

Max. temperature on
bulb °C (°F)

Y1J8GB-35035AO6G
Y1J8GB-10040AO6G
Y1J8GB004040AO6G
Y1J8GB030090AO6G
Y1J8GB030110AO6G
Y1J8GB050200AO6G
Y1J8GB050300AO3G

3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)

1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

6
6
6
6
6
6
3

98
120
140
87
83
59
165

55°C (130°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
250°C (480°F)
350°C (660°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Control

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

External Knob

3 poles

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1J

Thermostat

Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
External knob adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK6, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C (120570°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Remark: The thermostat , its wiring and knob are atached to the cover
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: 3 poles , open on temperature rise (3PNC)
Electrical raing: 3x16(4)A 250V, 3x10(1)A 400V, alt.
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-35+35°C (-30+95°F)
-10+40°C (15-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
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References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(E, mm)

Max. temperature on
bulb °C (°F)

Y1J8CB-35035AO6G
Y1J8CB-10040AO6G
Y1J8CB004040AO6G
Y1J8CB030090AO6G
Y1J8CB030110AO6G
Y1J8CB050200AO6G
Y1J8CB050300AO3G

3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)

1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

6
6
6
6
6
6
3

98
120
140
87
83
59
165

55°C (130°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
250°C (480°F)
350°C (660°F)
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Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Reset

Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1K

Limiter

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

8L

Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety.
- Sealed temperature set point
- Internal access is convenient for products that must not be frequently reset.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 80±8°C (176±15°F), 90±8°C (194±15°F), 110±8°C (230±15°F), 130±8°C (266±15°F), 150±8°C (302±15°F), 175±8°C (347±15°F), 220±11°C (428±20°F),
270±13°C (518±23°F), 300±15°C (572±27°F).Other calibraion temperature on request, between 30°C and 320°C(85°F and 610°F)
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: Single pole, open on rise (SPNC)
Electrical raing: 16A res. 250/400VAC
- Electrical life >6.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Manual reset Inside, sealed
seing

Main references
Reference
Y1K8L0080105AO6G
Y1K8L0090115AO6G
Y1K8L0110135AO6G
Y1K8L0130155AO6G
Y1K8L0150175AO6G
Y1K8L0175200AO4G
Y1K8L0220245AO4G
Y1K8L0270295AO4G
Y1K8L0300325AO4G

Calibraion temperature
°C (°F)
80±8°C (176±15°F)
90±8°C (194±15°F)
110±8°C (230±15°F)
130±8°C (266±15°F)
150±8°C (302±15°F)
175±8°C (347±15°F)
220±11°C (428±20°F)
270±13°C (518±23°F)
300±15°C (572±27°F)

Minimum resetable
temperature °C (°F)
52°C (126°F)
60°C (140°F)
75°C (167°F)
80°C (176°F)
95°C (203°F)
115°C (239°F)
140°C (284°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)

Capillary length
(mm)
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

Bulb diameter (mm)

Bulb length (mm)

6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4

77
77
77
74
74
95
90
85
82
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Max temperature on
bulb °C (°F)
105°C (221°F)
115°C (239°F)
135°C (275°F)
155°C (311°F)
175°C (347°F)
200°C (392°F)
245°C (473°F)
295°C (563°F)
325°C (617°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Reset

Contact

Manual reset Inside, sealed Double pole
seing

Measurement

Range °C

Remote

Model

Y1K

Limiter

Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety, when 2 phases must be cut
- Sealed temperature set point
- Internal access is convenient for products that must not be frequently reset.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 60±5°C (140±9°F), 70±5°C (158±9°F), 80±5°C (176±9°F), 90±5°C (194±9°F), 110±5°C (230±9°F), 130±6°C (266±11°F), 150±7°C (302±13°F), 170±7°C
(338±13°F). Other calibraion temperature on request, between 60°C and 170°C(140°F and 338°F)
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: On thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: Two M16 cable glands, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: double pole, open on rise (DPNC)
Electrical raing: 20A res. 250VAC
- Electrical life >1.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Reference
Y1K8X0060090CI6G
Y1K8X0070100CI6G
Y1K8X0080110CI6G
Y1K8X0090120CI6G
Y1K8X0110140CI6G
Y1K8X0130160CI6G
Y1K8X0150180CI6G
Y1K8X0170200CI6G
* Cylindrical bulb
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Calibraion temperature
°C (°F)
60±5°C (140±9°F)
70±5°C (158±9°F)
80±5°C (176±9°F)
90±5°C (194±9°F)
110±5°C (230±9°F)
130±6°C (266±11°F)
150±7°C (302±13°F)
170±7°C (338±13°F)

Minimum resetable
temperature °C (°F)
20
30
40
50
70
90
110
130

Capillary length
(mm)
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900

Bulb diameter (mm)

Bulb length (mm)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

50
50
50
50
50
60*
60*
60*

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max temperature on
bulb °C (°F)
90°C (194°F)
100°C (212°F)
110°C (230°F)
120°C (248°F)
140°C (284°F)
160°C (320°F)
180°C (356°F)
200°C (392°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice
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, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Reset

Internal,
Manual reset
sealed seing

Contact

Measurement

3 poles

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1K

Limiter

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as 3 pole high limit safety
- Sealed temperature set point
- Internal access is convenient for products that must not be frequently reset.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 60±5°C (140±9°F), 70±5°C (158±9°F), 80±5°C (176±9°F), 90±5°C (194±9°F), 110±5°C (230±9°F), 130±6°C (266±11°F), 150±7°C (302±13°F), 170±7°C
(338±13°F). Other calibraion temperature on request, between 60°C and 170°C(140°F and 338°F)
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: Two M16 cable glands, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: 3 poles, open on rise (3PNC)
Electrical raing: 3 x 16A 250VAC, 3 x 10A 400VAC (10.000 cycles) 3 x 25A 250VAC, 3 x 16A 400VAC (300 cycles)
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Main references
Reference
Y1K820060090CI6G
Y1K820070100CI6G
Y1K820080110CI6G
Y1K820090120CI6G
Y1K820110140CI6G
Y1K820130160CI6G
Y1K820150180CI6G
Y1K820170200CI6G
* Cylindrical bulb

Calibraion temperature
°C (°F)
60±5°C (140±9°F)
70±5°C (158±9°F)
80±5°C (176±9°F)
90±5°C (194±9°F)
110±5°C (230±9°F)
130±6°C (266±11°F)
150±7°C (302±13°F)
170±7°C (338±13°F)

Minimum resetable
temperature °C (°F)
20
30
40
50
70
90
110
130

Capillary length
(mm)
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900

Bulb diameter (mm)

Bulb length (mm)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

50
50
50
50
50
60*
60*
60*

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max temperature on
bulb °C (°F)
90°C (194°F)
100°C (212°F)
110°C (230°F)
120°C (248°F)
140°C (284°F)
160°C (320°F)
180°C (356°F)
200°C (392°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Reset

Screwed cap,
Manual reset sealed
seing

Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1L

Limiter

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

8L

Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety.
- Sealed temperature set point
- M4 Screw cap access is convenient for reset without need to open the enclosure.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 80±8°C (176±15°F), 90±8°C (194±15°F), 110±8°C (230±15°F), 130±8°C (266±15°F), 150±8°C (302±15°F), 175±8°C (347±15°F), 220±11°C (428±20°F),
270±13°C (518±23°F), 300±15°C (572±27°F).Other calibraion temperature on request, between 30°C and 320°C(85°F and 610°F)
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: Single pole, open on rise (SPNC)
Electrical raing: 16A res. 250/400VAC
- Electrical life >6.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Reference
Y1L8L0080105AO6G
Y1L8L0090115AO6G
Y1L8L0110135AO6G
Y1L8L0130155AO6G
Y1L8L0150175AO6G
Y1L8L0175200AO4G
Y1L8L0220245AO4G
Y1L8L0270295AO4G
Y1L8L0300325AO4G
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Calibraion temperature
°C (°F)
80±8°C (176±15°F)
90±8°C (194±15°F)
110±8°C (230±15°F)
130±8°C (266±15°F)
150±8°C (302±15°F)
175±8°C (347±15°F)
220±11°C (428±20°F)
270±13°C (518±23°F)
300±15°C (572±27°F)

Minimum resetable
temperature °C (°F)
52°C (126°F)
60°C (140°F)
75°C (167°F)
80°C (176°F)
95°C (203°F)
115°C (239°F)
140°C (284°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)

Capillary length
(mm)
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

Bulb diameter (mm)

Bulb length (mm)

6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4

77
77
77
74
74
95
90
85
82

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max temperature on
bulb °C (°F)
105°C (221°F)
115°C (239°F)
135°C (275°F)
155°C (311°F)
175°C (347°F)
200°C (392°F)
245°C (473°F)
295°C (563°F)
325°C (617°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Reset

Contact

Screwed cap, Double pole
Manual reset sealed
seing

Measurement

Range °C

Remote

Model

Y1L

Limiter

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety, when 2 poles must be cut
- Sealed temperature set point
- M4 Screw cap access is convenient for reset without need to open the enclosure.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 60±5°C (140±9°F), 70±5°C (158±9°F), 80±5°C (176±9°F), 90±5°C (194±9°F), 110±5°C (230±9°F), 130±6°C (266±11°F), 150±7°C (302±13°F), 170±7°C
(338±13°F). Other calibraion temperature on request, between 60°C and 170°C(140°F and 338°F)
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: On thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: Two M16 cable glands, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: double pole, open on rise (DPNC)
Electrical raing: 20A res. 250VAC
- Electrical life >1.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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8X

Main references
Reference
Y1L8X0060090CI6G
Y1L8X0070100CI6G
Y1L8X0080110CI6G
Y1L8X0090120CI6G
Y1L8X0110140CI6G
Y1L8X0130160CI6G
Y1L8X0150180CI6G
Y1L8X0170200CI6G
* Cylindrical bulb

Calibraion temperature
°C (°F)
60±5°C (140±9°F)
70±5°C (158±9°F)
80±5°C (176±9°F)
90±5°C (194±9°F)
110±5°C (230±9°F)
130±6°C (266±11°F)
150±7°C (302±13°F)
170±7°C (338±13°F)

Minimum resetable
temperature °C (°F)
20
30
40
50
70
90
110
130

Capillary length
(mm)
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900

Bulb diameter (mm)

Bulb length (mm)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

50
50
50
50
50
60*
60*
60*

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max temperature on
bulb °C (°F)
90°C (194°F)
100°C (212°F)
110°C (230°F)
120°C (248°F)
140°C (284°F)
160°C (320°F)
180°C (356°F)
200°C (392°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Reset

Manual reset Screwed cap,
sealed seing

Contact

Measurement

3 poles

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1L

Limiter

Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as 3 pole high limit safety
- Sealed temperature set point
- M4 Screw cap access is convenient for reset without need to open the enclosure.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 60±5°C (140±9°F), 70±5°C (158±9°F), 80±5°C (176±9°F), 90±5°C (194±9°F), 110±5°C (230±9°F), 130±6°C (266±11°F), 150±7°C (302±13°F), 170±7°C
(338±13°F). Other calibraion temperature on request, between 60°C and 170°C(140°F and 338°F)
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: Two M16 cable glands, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: 3 poles, open on rise (3PNC)
Electrical raing: 3 x 16A 250VAC, 3 x 10A 400VAC (10.000 cycles) 3 x 25A 250VAC, 3 x 16A 400VAC (300 cycles)
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Reference
Y1L820060090CI6G
Y1L820070100CI6G
Y1L820080110CI6G
Y1L820090120CI6G
Y1L820110140CI6G
Y1L820130160CI6G
Y1L820150180CI6G
Y1L820170200CI6G
* Cylindrical bulb
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Calibraion temperature
°C (°F)
60±5°C (140±9°F)
70±5°C (158±9°F)
80±5°C (176±9°F)
90±5°C (194±9°F)
110±5°C (230±9°F)
130±6°C (266±11°F)
150±7°C (302±13°F)
170±7°C (338±13°F)

Minimum resetable
temperature °C (°F)
20
30
40
50
70
90
110
130

Capillary length
(mm)
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900

Bulb diameter (mm)

Bulb length (mm)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

50
50
50
50
50
60*
60*
60*

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max temperature on
bulb °C (°F)
90°C (194°F)
100°C (212°F)
110°C (230°F)
120°C (248°F)
140°C (284°F)
160°C (320°F)
180°C (356°F)
200°C (392°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice
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, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Contact

Measurement

Manual reset

Internal

Screwed
cap

Single pole

Remote

Range°C

Model

Y1M

Adjustable
limiter

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KX

Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety.
- Changeover contact for switch of remote signaling
- Manual reset with internal access under M4 screwed cap allows to reset without need to open the enclosure.
- Exist with adjustable set point or with ixed and sealed seing without access for user
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F),
50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F), 60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F), or ixed seing between -25 and +760°C (-15+1400°F)
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Fixed sealed seing model does not have knob.
Acion: High limit with manual reset
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)
Fail safe: some of these products can be made with fail safe manual reset. References on request
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Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

60

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(E, mm)

Max. temperature on
bulb °C (°F)

Y1MKXA-25025220G
Y1MKXA-10015220G
Y1MKXA000050200G
Y1MKXA000070520G
Y1MKXA000070120G
Y1MKXA020090500G
Y1MKXA020090100G
Y1MKXA010150500G
Y1MKXA010150100G
Y1MKXA080200010G
Y1MKXA050300010G
Y1MKXA010450700G
Y1MKXA010450900G
Y1MKXA060500700G
Y1MKXA060500900G
Y1MKXA180600700G
Y1MKXA180600900G
Y1MKXA280700700G
Y1MKXF000***220G

6°C (11 °F)
6°C (11 °F)
6°C (11 °F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
30°C (54°F)
30°C (54°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
6°C (11 °F)

1500
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500

6.4
6.4
6.4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4
4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
3
6.4

152
152
152
130
130
130
130
130
130
100
100
120
120
120
120
120
120
300
152

50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
50°C (120°F)

Y1MKXF000***200G

6°C (11 °F)

1500

6.4

152

60°C (140°F)

Y1MKXF000***520G

15°C (27°F)

1500

4.8

130

160°C (320°F)

Y1MKXF000***120G

15°C (27°F)

3000

4.8

130

160°C (320°F)

Y1MKXF000***500G

15°C (27°F)

1500

4.8

130

160°C (320°F)

Y1MKXF000***100G

15°C (27°F)

3000

4.8

130

160°C (320°F)

Y1MKXF000***010G

30°C (54°F)

1500

4

100

320°C (610°F)

Y1MKXF000***700G

60°C (108°F)

1500

4.8

120

760°C (1400°F)

Y1MKXF000***900G

60°C (108°F)

3000

4.8

120

760°C (1400°F)

Y1MKXF000***800G

60°C (108°F)

1500

3

300

760°C (1400°F)
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Main references
Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-25+25°C(-15+80°F)
-10+15°C(15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F)
Fixed seing between
-25°C and +15°C
(-15+60°F)
Fixed seing between
15°C and +30°C
(60+86°F)
Fixed seing between
+30°C and +50°C
(+86°F+122°F)
Fixed seing between
+30°C and +50°C
(+86°F+122°F)
Fixed seing between
+50°C and +140°C
(+122°F+284°F)
Fixed seing between
+50°C and +140°C
(+122°F+284°F)
Fixed seing between
+140°C and +300°C
(+284°F+572°F)
Fixed seing between
+300°C and +650°C
(+572°F+1200°F)
Fixed seing between
+300°C and +650°C
(+572°F+1200°F)
Fixed seing between
+650°C and +740°C
(+1200°F+1364°F)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Contact

Measurement

Manual reset

Screwed
cap

Screwed
cap

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1N

Adjustable
limiter

Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety.
- Changeover contact for switch of remote signaling
- Internal adjustment under screwed cap is convenient for products that must be occasionally adjusted.
- Manual reset with internal access under M4 screwed cap allows to reset without need to open the enclosure.
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F),
50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F), 60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: High limit with manual reset
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)
Fail safe: some of these products can be made with fail safe manual reset. References on request

Main references
Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-25+25°C(-15+80°F)
-10+15°C(15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F)

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(E, mm)

Max. temperature on
bulb °C (°F)

Y1NKXA-25025220G
Y1NKXA-10015220G
Y1NKXA000050200G
Y1NKXA000070520G
Y1NKXA000070120G
Y1NKXA020090500G
Y1NKXA020090100G
Y1NKXA010150500G
Y1NKXA010150100G
Y1NKXA080200010G
Y1NKXA050300010G
Y1NKXA010450700G
Y1NKXA010450900G
Y1NKXA060500700G
Y1NKXA060500900G
Y1NKXA180600700G
Y1NKXA180600900G
Y1NKXA280700800G

6°C (11 °F)
6°C (11 °F)
6°C (11 °F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
30°C (54°F)
30°C (54°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)

1500
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500

6.4
6.4
6.4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4
4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
3

152
152
152
130
130
130
130
130
130
100
100
120
120
120
120
120
120
300

50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
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Bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Contact

Measurement

Manual reset

External
knob

Screwed
cap

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1O

Adjustable
limiter
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Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety.
- Internal adjustment under window cap is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
- Changeover contact for switch of remote signaling
- Manual reset with internal access under M4 screwed cap allows to reset without need to open the enclosure.
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK6, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -25+25°C (-15+80°F), -10+15°C (15-60°F), 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F),
50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F), 60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F), or ixed seing between -25 and +760°C (-15+1400°F)
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: High limit with manual reset
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)
Fail safe: some of these products can be made with fail safe manual reset. References on request

Main references
Temperature
adjustment ranges
°C (°F)
-25+25°C(-15+80°F)
-10+15°C(15-60°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F)

References

Diferenial °C (°F)

Capillary length
(C, mm)

Bulb diameter
(D, mm)

Bulb length
(E, mm)

Max. temperature on
bulb °C (°F)

Y1OKXA-25025220G
Y1OKXA-10015220G
Y1OKXA000050200G
Y1OKXA000070520G
Y1OKXA000070120G
Y1OKXA020090500G
Y1OKXA020090100G
Y1OKXA010150500G
Y1OKXA010150100G
Y1OKXA080200010G
Y1OKXA050300010G
Y1OKXA010450700G
Y1OKXA010450900G
Y1OKXA060500700G
Y1OKXA060500900G
Y1OKXA180600700G
Y1OKXA180600900G
Y1OKXA280700700G

6°C (11 °F)
6°C (11 °F)
6°C (11 °F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
30°C (54°F)
30°C (54°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)

1500
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500

6.4
6.4
6.4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4
4
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
3

152
152
152
130
130
130
130
130
130
100
100
120
120
120
120
120
120
300

50°C (120°F)
50°C (120°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Control
Adjustment

Reset access

Contact

Measurement

Control +
reset

External
knob

Screwed
cap

Single pole

Remote

Range °C

Model

Y1P

Combined
Thermostat

Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
This product combines a control thermostat with temperature printed knob and a ixed seing manual reset thermostat
- Knob external adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
- Fixed seing manual reset access under screwed cap allows reseing without need to remove the cover.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK6, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Control thermostat set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F),
50-300°C (120-570°F).
Control thermostat temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt
in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Manual reset: sealed ixed seing, reset accessby M4 screwed cap.
Manual reset calibraion values:
80±8°C (176±15°F), 90±8°C (194±15°F), 110±8°C (230±15°F), 130±8°C (266±15°F), 150±8°C (302±15°F), 175±8°C (347±15°F), 220±11°C (428±20°F), 270±13°C (518±23°F),
300±15°C (572±27°F). Other calibraion temperature on request, between 30°C and 320°C(85°F and 610°F)
Acion: temperature control thermostat + high limit manual reset thermostat.
Sensing elements: Two liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillaries are protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug
provided as standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contacts: SPDT on the control thermostat and open on temperature rise on manual reset
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (Control thermostat only , C-2 6A(0.6) 250VAC)
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles for control thermostat, 600 cycles for manual reset thermostat
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)
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Combined bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Main references
Manual reset standard
Temperature
calibraion
adjustment ranges
References
°C (°F)*
°C (°F)
-35+35°C
50±5°C (122±9°F)
Y1P8GB-35035AO6G
(-30+95°F)
-10+40°C
50±5°C (122±9°F)
Y1P8GB-10040AO6G
(15-105°F)
4-40°C
50±5°C (122±9°F)
Y1P8GB004040AO6G
(40-105°F)
30-90°C
110±8°C (230±15°F) Y1P8GB030090AO6G
(85-195°F)
30-110°C
130±8°C (266±15°F) Y1P8GB030110AO6G
(85-230°F)
50-200°C
220±11°C (428±20°F) Y1P8GB050200AO6G
(120-390°F)
50-300°C
300±15°C (572±27°F) Y1P8GB050300AO3G
(120-570°F)
* Other adjustment ranges, consult us for references

Max.
Control Bulb Manual reset Manual reset
Control
Control Capillaries
Bulb diameter bulb length temperature on
length
Diferenial length Bulb diameter
bulbs °C (°F)
(G, mm)
(F, mm)
(E, mm)
(D, mm)
(C, mm)
°C (°F)
3±2°C
1500
6
98
6
77
55°C (130°F)
(5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C
1500
6
120
6
77
60°C (140°F)
(5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C
1500
6
140
6
77
60°C (140°F)
(5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C
1500
6
87
6
77
120°C (250°F)
(7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C
1500
6
83
6
74
150°C (300°F)
(9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C
1500
6
59
4
90
245°C (473°F)
(14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C
1500
3
165
4
82
325°C (617°F)
(18±9 °F)
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Combined bulb and capillary thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Control
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Reset access
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Measurement

Control +
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Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas.
This product combines a control thermostat with temperature printed knob and a ixed seing manual reset thermostat
Internal adjustment under window is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted, allows to visualize the set point and avoid to remove the cover for set
point adjustment. Fixed seing manual reset access under screwed cap allows reseing without need to remove the cover.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Control thermostat set point adjustment ranges: -35+35°C (-30+95°F), -10+40°C (15-105°F), 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F),
50-300°C (120-570°F).
Control thermostat temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob with access by window equipped with high impact polycarbonate
glass. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Manual reset: sealed ixed seing, reset access by M4 screwed cap.
Manual reset calibraion values:
80±8°C (176±15°F), 90±8°C (194±15°F), 110±8°C (230±15°F), 130±8°C (266±15°F), 150±8°C (302±15°F), 175±8°C (347±15°F), 220±11°C (428±20°F), 270±13°C (518±23°F),
300±15°C (572±27°F).Other calibraion temperature on request, between 30°C and 320°C(85°F and 610°F)
Acion: temperature control thermostat + high limit manual reset thermostat.
Sensing elements: Two liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillaries are protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug
provided as standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: Wall mouning, by 4 holes for screws dia. 4 to 5 mm, 94 x 92 mm distance
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contacts: SPDT on the control thermostat and open on temperature rise on manual reset
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Closeon temperature rise contact (Control thermostat only , C-2 6A(0.6) 250VAC)
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles for control thermostat, 600 cycles for manual reset thermostat
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Temperature Manual reset standard
calibraion
adjustment
References
°C (°F)*
ranges °C (°F)
-35+35°C
50±5°C (122±9°F)
Y1Q8GB-35035AO6H
(-30+95°F)
-10+40°C
50±5°C
(122±9°F)
Y1Q8GB-10040AO6H
(15-105°F)
4-40°C
50±5°C (122±9°F)
Y1Q8GB004040AO6H
(40-105°F)
30-90°C
110±8°C (230±15°F) Y1Q8GB030090AO6H
(85-195°F)
30-110°C
130±8°C (266±15°F) Y1Q8GB030110AO6H
(85-230°F)
50-200°C
(120-390°F) 220±11°C (428±20°F) Y1Q8GB050200AO6H
50-300°C
(120-570°F) 300±15°C (572±27°F) Y1Q8GB050300AO3H
* Other adjustment ranges, consult us for references
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Max.
Control Bulb Manual reset Manual reset
Control
Control Capillaries
Bulb diameter bulb length temperature on bulbs
length
Diferenial length Bulb diameter
°C (°F)
(G, mm)
(F, mm)
(E, mm)
(D, mm)
(C, mm)
°C (°F)
3±2°C
1500
6
98
6
77
55°C (130°F)
(5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C
1500
6
120
6
77
60°C
(140°F)
(5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C
1500
6
140
6
77
60°C (140°F)
(5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C
1500
6
87
6
77
120°C (250°F)
(7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C
1500
6
83
6
74
150°C (300°F)
(9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C
1500
6
59
4
90
245°C (473°F)
(14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C
1500
3
165
4
82
325°C (617°F)
(18±9 °F)
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Rod thermostats (bimetal expansion measurement)
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Contact
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Control
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Single pole
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Range °C

Model

Y1R

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

SR, SU

Applicaions:
These bimetal rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in usual
industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
- Short response ime
- Sensibility to strong vibraions
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76 mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-50°C (32-122°F), 10-60 °C (50-140°F), 30-90°C (86-194°F), 0-100°C (32-212°F), 40-140°C (104-284°F), 0-150°C (32-302°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by arrow style knob, on °C printed dial. Consult us for °F versions
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Bimetal rod, stainless steel-Invar.An increased diameter under the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories
secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)

Rod length (mm)

Reference with
standard diferenial

Diferenial value
°C (°F)

Reference with
reduced diferenial

Diferenial value
°C (°F)

0-50°C (32-122°F)
10-60 °C (50-140°F)
30-90°C (86-194°F)
0-100°C (32-212°F)
40-140°C (104-284°F)
0-150°C (32-302°F)

450
450
380
230
230
170

Y1RSRA000050045C
Y1RSRA010060045C
Y1RSRA030090038C
Y1RSRA000100023C
Y1RSRA040140023C
Y1RSRA000150017C

3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
4±2°C (7.2±3.6°F)
6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
8±4°C (14.4±7.2°F)

Y1RSUA000050045C
Y1RSUA010060045C
Y1RSUA030090038C
Y1RSUA000100023C
Y1RSUA040140023C
Y1RSUA000150017C

1.5±1°C(2.7±1.8°F)
1.5±1°C(2.7±1.8°F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
4±2°C (7.2±3.6°F)
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Maximum
temperature on rod
°C (°F)
70°C (158°F)
80°C (176°F)
110°C (230°F)
130°C (266°F)
170°C (338°F)
180°C (356°F)
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Rod thermostats (bimetal expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

Internal

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1R
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VR, VU

Applicaions:
These bimetal rod thermostats with neutral zone can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air
ducts, in usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
- Short response ime
- Sensibility to strong vibraions
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76 mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-100°C (32-212°F), 0-200 °C (32-392°F), 0-300°C (32-572°F), 0-400°C (32-752°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by arrow style knob, on °C printed dial. Consult us for °F versions.
Acion: Temperature control with anicipaion acion: when temperature rises near the set point irst cycles start under the set point and rise closer and closer.
Sensing element: Bimetal rod, stainless steel-Invar. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased
diameter under the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
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Temperature range
°C (°F)

Rod length (mm)

Reference with
standard diferenial

Diferenial value
°C (°F)

Reference with
reduced diferenial

Diferenial value
°C (°F)

0-100°C (32-212°F)
0-100°C (32-212°F)
0-200°C (32-392°F)
0-300°C (32-572°F)
0-400°C (32-752°F)

300
450
300
300
450

Y1RVRA000100030C
Y1RVRA000100045C
Y1RVRA000200030C
Y1RVRA000300030C
Y1RVRA000400045C

6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
12±6°C (21.6±10.8°F)
18±9°C (32.4±16.2°F)
24±12°C (43.2±21.6°F)

Y1RVUA000100030C
Y1RVUA000100045C
Y1RVUA000200030C
Y1RVUA000300030C
Y1RVUA000400045C

3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
9±4.5°C (16.2±8.1°F)
12±6°C (21.6±10.8°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Maximum
temperature on rod
°C (°F)
130°C (266°F)
130°C (266°F)
230°C (446°F)
350°C (662°F)
450°C (842°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Thermostat

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

Internal

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1R

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Applicaions:
These liquid expansion rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in
usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
- Insensibility to strong vibraions
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C (120-570°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Closeon temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

8G

Main references
Temperature adjustment
ranges °C (°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)

References
Y1R8GB004040023C
Y1R8GB004040030C
Y1R8GB030090011C
Y1R8GB030090023C
Y1R8GB030090030C
Y1R8GB030110011C
Y1R8GB030110023C
Y1R8GB030110030C
Y1R8GB050200023C
Y1R8GB050200030C
Y1R8GB050200045C
Y1R8GB050300823C
Y1R8GB050300830C
Y1R8GB050300845C

Diferenial
°C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)

Rod length
(C, mm)
230
300
110
230
300
110
230
300
230
300
450
230
300
450

Rod diameter
(D, mm)
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
8
8

Temperature sensing
length (E, mm)
140
140
87
87
87
83
83
83
59
59
59
165
165
165

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on
rod °C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
120°C (250°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
150°C (300°F)
150°C (300°F)
250°C (480°F)
250°C (480°F)
250°C (480°F)
350°C (660°F)
350°C (660°F)
350°C (660°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

Internal

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1R

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KR, KU
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Applicaions:
These liquid expansion rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in
usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
- Insensibility to strong vibraions
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F), 50-300°C (120570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F), 60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing: Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Standard diferenial
Reduced diferenial
Temperature Max. temperature
Rod
Rod length diameter
length
Diferenial
Diferenial
(C, mm) (D, mm) sensing
on rod °C (°F)
References
(E, mm)
°C (°F)
°C (°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1RKRA000050023C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1RKUA000050023C 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
230
10
152
60°C (140°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1RKRA000050030C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1RKUA000050030C 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
300
10
152
60°C (140°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1RKRA000050045C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1RKUA000050045C 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
450
10
152
60°C (140°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1RKRA000070823C 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1RKUA000070823C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
230
8
120
160°C (320°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1RKRA000070830C 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1RKUA000070830C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
300
8
120
160°C (320°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1RKRA000070845C 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1RKUA000070845C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
450
8
120
160°C (320°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1RKRA020090823C 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1RKUA020090823C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
230
8
120
160°C (320°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1RKRA020090830C 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1RKUA020090830C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
300
8
120
160°C (320°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1RKRA020090845C 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1RKUA020090845C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
450
8
120
160°C (320°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1RKRA010150823C 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1RKUA010150823C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
230
8
120
160°C (320°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1RKRA010150830C 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1RKUA010150830C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
300
8
120
160°C (320°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1RKRA010150845C 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1RKUA010150845C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
450
8
120
160°C (320°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F) Y1RKRA080200823C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1RKUA080200823C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
230
8
100
320°C (610°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F) Y1RKRA080200830C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1RKUA080200830C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
300
8
100
320°C (610°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F) Y1RKRA080200845C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1RKUA080200845C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
450
8
100
320°C (610°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F) Y1RKRA050300830C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1RKUA050300830C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
300*
8
100
320°C (610°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F) Y1RKRA050300845C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1RKUA050300845C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
450
8
100
320°C (610°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
Y1RKRA010450830C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1RKUA010450830C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
300*
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
Y1RKRA010450845C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1RKUA010450845C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
Y1RKRA060500845C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1RKUA060500845C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450*
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F) Y1RKRA180600845C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1RKUA180600845C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450*
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F) Y1RKRA280700645C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1RKUA280700645C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450*
6
300
760°C (1400°F)
* Shorter rods are not recommended, because of heat transfer to the thermostat head. Other rod lengths possible up to 1500 mm
Temperature range
°C (°F)

References

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Thermostat

Rod thermostats (bimetal expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

Window

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1S

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

SR, SU

Applicaions:
These bimetal rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in usual
industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Window adjustment is convenient for products needing occasional set point change. It allows to visualize the point without having to remove the cover
-Short response ime
-Sensibility to strong vibraions
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76 mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-50°C (32-122°F), 10-60 °C (50-140°F), 30-90°C (86-194°F), 0-100°C (32-212°F), 40-140°C (104-284°F), 0-150°C (32-302°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by arrow style knob, on °C printed dial. Consult us for °F versions
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Bimetal rod, stainless steel-Invar.An increased diameter under the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories
secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or brackets for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)

Rod length (mm)

Reference with
standard diferenial

Diferenial value
°C (°F)

Reference with
reduced diferenial

Diferenial value
°C (°F)

0-50°C (32-122°F)
10-60 °C (50-140°F)
30-90°C (86-194°F)
0-100°C (32-212°F)
40-140°C (104-284°F)
0-150°C (32-302°F)

450
450
380
230
230
170

Y1SSRA000050045D
Y1SSRA010060045D
Y1SSRA030090038D
Y1SSRA000100023D
Y1SSRA040140023D
Y1SSRA000150017D

3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
4±2°C (7.2±3.6°F)
6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
8±4°C (14.4±7.2°F)

Y1SSUA000050045D
Y1SSUA010060045D
Y1SSUA030090038D
Y1SSUA000100023D
Y1SSUA040140023D
Y1SSUA000150017D

1.5±1°C(2.7±1.8°F)
1.5±1°C(2.7±1.8°F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
4±2°C (7.2±3.6°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Maximum
temperature on rod
°C (°F)
70°C (158°F)
80°C (176°F)
110°C (230°F)
130°C (266°F)
170°C (338°F)
180°C (356°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Rod thermostats (bimetal expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

Window

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1S

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

VR, VU

Applicaions:
These bimetal rod thermostats with neutral zone can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air
ducts, in usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Window adjustment is convenient for products needing occasional set point change. It allows to visualize the point without having to remove the cover
- Short response ime
- Sensibility to strong vibraions
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76 mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-100°C (32-212°F), 0-200 °C (32-392°F), 0-300°C (32-572°F), 0-400°C (32-752°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by arrow style knob, on °C printed dial. Consult us for °F versions.
Acion: Temperature control with anicipaion acion: when temperature rises near the set point irst cycles start under the set point and rise closer and closer.
Sensing element: Bimetal rod, stainless steel-Invar. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased
diameter under the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquid immersion or brackets for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
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Temperature range
°C (°F)

Rod length (mm)

Reference with
standard diferenial*

Diferenial value
°C (°F)

Reference with
reduced diferenial*

Diferenial value
°C (°F)

0-100°C (32-212°F)
0-100°C (32-212°F)
0-200°C (32-392°F)
0-300°C (32-572°F)
0-400°C (32-752°F)

300
450
300
300
450

Y1SVRA000100030D
Y1SVRA000100045D
Y1SVRA000200030D
Y1SVRA000300030D
Y1SVRA000400045D

6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
12±6°C (21.6±10.8°F)
18±9°C (32.4±16.2°F)
24±12°C (43.2±21.6°F)

Y1SVUA000100030D
Y1SVUA000100045D
Y1SVUA000200030D
Y1SVUA000300030D
Y1SVUA000400045D

3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
6±3°C (10.8±5.4°F)
9±4.5°C (16.2±8.1°F)
12±6°C (21.6±10.8°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Maximum
temperature on rod
°C (°F)
130°C (266°F)
130°C (266°F)
230°C (446°F)
350°C (662°F)
450°C (842°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Thermostat

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

Window

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1S

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Applicaions:
These liquid expansion rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in
usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Window adjustment is convenient for products needing occasional set point change. It allows to visualize the point without having to remove the cover
- Insensibility to strong vibraions
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C (120-570°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob with window access. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt
in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquids immersion or brackets for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Main references
Temperature adjustment
ranges °C (°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)

References
Y1S8GB004040023D
Y1S8GB004040030D
Y1S8GB030090011D
Y1S8GB030090023D
Y1S8GB030090030D
Y1S8GB030110011D
Y1S8GB030110023D
Y1S8GB030110030D
Y1S8GB050200023D
Y1S8GB050200030D
Y1S8GB050200045D
Y1S8GB050300823D
Y1S8GB050300830D
Y1S8GB050300845D

Diferenial
°C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)

Rod length
(C, mm)
230
300
110
230
300
110
230
300
230
300
450
230
300
450

Rod diameter
(D, mm)
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
8
8

Temperature sensing
length (E, mm)
140
140
87
87
87
83
83
83
59
59
59
165
165
165

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on
rod °C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
120°C (250°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
150°C (300°F)
150°C (300°F)
250°C (480°F)
250°C (480°F)
250°C (480°F)
350°C (660°F)
350°C (660°F)
350°C (660°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

Window

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1S

Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KR, KU
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Applicaions:
These liquid expansion rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in
usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Window adjustment is convenient for products needing occasional set point change. It allows to visualize the point without having to remove the cover
- Insensibility to strong vibraions
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F), 50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F),
60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing: Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Standard diferenial
Reduced diferenial
Temperature Max. temperature
Rod
Rod length diameter
Temperature range
length
Diferenial
Diferenial
(C, mm) (D, mm) sensing
°C (°F)
on rod °C (°F)
References
References
(E, mm)
°C (°F)
°C (°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1SKRA000050023D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1SKUA000050023D 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
230
10
152
60°C (140°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1SKRA000050030D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1SKUA000050030D 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
300
10
152
60°C (140°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1SKRA000050045D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1SKUA000050045D 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
450
10
152
60°C (140°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1SKRA000070823D 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1SKUA000070823D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
230
8
120
160°C (320°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1SKRA000070830D 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1SKUA000070830D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
300
8
120
160°C (320°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1SKRA000070845D 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1SKUA000070845D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
450
8
120
160°C (320°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1SKRA020090823D 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1SKUA020090823D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
230
8
120
160°C (320°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1SKRA020090830D 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1SKUA020090830D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
300
8
120
160°C (320°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1SKRA020090845D 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1SKUA020090845D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
450
8
120
160°C (320°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1SKRA010150823D 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1SKUA010150823D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
230
8
120
160°C (320°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1SKRA010150830D 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1SKUA010150830D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
300
8
120
160°C (320°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1SKRA010150845D 5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1SKUA010150845D 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
450
8
120
160°C (320°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F) Y1SKRA080200823D 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1SKUA080200823D 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
230
8
100
320°C (610°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F) Y1SKRA080200830D 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1SKUA080200830D 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
300
8
100
320°C (610°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F) Y1SKRA080200845D 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1SKUA080200845D 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
450
8
100
320°C (610°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F) Y1SKRA050300830D 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1SKUA050300830D 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
300*
8
100
320°C (610°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F) Y1SKRA050300845D 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1SKUA050300845D 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
450
8
100
320°C (610°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
Y1SKRA010450830D 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1SKUA010450830D 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
300*
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
Y1SKRA010450845D 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1SKUA010450845D 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
Y1SKRA060500845D 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1SKUA060500845D 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450*
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
180-600°C (360-1110°F) Y1SKRA180600845D 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1SKUA180600845D 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450*
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F) Y1SKRA280700645D 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1SKUA280700645D 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450*
6
300
760°C (1400°F)
* Shorter rods are not recommended, because of heat transfer to the thermostat head. Other rod lengths possible up to 1500 mm
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Rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

External Knob

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1T

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

Applicaions:
These liquid expansion rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in
usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- External knob adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
- Insensibility to strong vibraions
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C (120-570°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquid immersion or brackets for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice
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Main references
Temperature adjustment
ranges °C (°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)

References
Y1T8GB004040023C
Y1T8GB004040030C
Y1T8GB030090011C
Y1T8GB030090023C
Y1T8GB030090030C
Y1T8GB030110011C
Y1T8GB030110023C
Y1T8GB030110030C
Y1T8GB050200023C
Y1T8GB050200030C
Y1T8GB050200045C
Y1T8GB050300823C
Y1T8GB050300830C
Y1T8GB050300845C

Diferenial
°C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)

Rod length
(C, mm)
230
300
110
230
300
110
230
300
230
300
450
230
300
450

Rod diameter
(D, mm)
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
8
8

Temperature sensing
length (E, mm)
140
140
87
87
87
83
83
83
59
59
59
165
165
165

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on
rod °C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
120°C (250°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
150°C (300°F)
150°C (300°F)
250°C (480°F)
250°C (480°F)
250°C (480°F)
350°C (660°F)
350°C (660°F)
350°C (660°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

External Knob

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1T

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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Applicaions:
These liquid expansion rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in
usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- External knob adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
- Insensibility to strong vibraions
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 70 x 76mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F), 50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F),
60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing: Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Standard diferenial
Reduced diferenial
Temperature Max. temperature
Rod
Rod length diameter
length
Diferenial
Diferenial
(C, mm) (D, mm) sensing
on rod °C (°F)
References
(E, mm)
°C (°F)
°C (°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1TKRA000050023C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1TKUA000050023C 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
230
10
152
60°C (140°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1TKRA000050030C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1TKUA000050030C 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
300
10
152
60°C (140°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1TKRA000050045C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F) Y1TKUA000050045C 2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
450
10
152
60°C (140°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1TKRA000070823C
5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1TKUA000070823C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
230
8
120
160°C (320°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1TKRA000070830C
5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1TKUA000070830C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
300
8
120
160°C (320°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1TKRA000070845C
5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1TKUA000070845C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
450
8
120
160°C (320°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1TKRA020090823C
5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1TKUA020090823C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
230
8
120
160°C (320°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1TKRA020090830C
5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1TKUA020090830C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
300
8
120
160°C (320°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1TKRA020090845C
5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1TKUA020090845C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
450
8
120
160°C (320°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1TKRA010150823C
5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1TKUA010150823C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
230
8
120
160°C (320°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1TKRA010150830C
5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1TKUA010150830C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
300
8
120
160°C (320°F)
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1TKRA010150845C
5±3°C (9±5.4°F) Y1TKUA010150845C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
450
8
120
160°C (320°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F) Y1TKRA080200823C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1TKUA080200823C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
230
8
100
320°C (610°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F) Y1TKRA080200830C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1TKUA080200830C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
300
8
100
320°C (610°F)
80-200°C (175-390°F) Y1TKRA080200845C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1TKUA080200845C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
450
8
100
320°C (610°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F) Y1TKRA050300830C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1TKUA050300830C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
300*
8
100
320°C (610°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F) Y1TKRA050300845C 10±4°C (18±7°F) Y1TKUA050300845C 7±3°C (12.5±5.4 °F)
450
8
100
320°C (610°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
Y1TKRA010450830C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1TKUA010450830C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
300*
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
10-450°C (50-840°F)
Y1TKRA010450845C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1TKUA010450845C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
60-500°C(140-930°F)
Y1TKRA060500845C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1TKUA060500845C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450*
180-600°C (360-1110°F) Y1TKRA180600845C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1TKUA180600845C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450*
8
120
760°C (1400°F)
280-700°C (540-1290°F) Y1TKRA280700645C 20±6°C (36±11°F) Y1TKUA280700645C 12±4°C (22±7 °F)
450*
6
300
760°C (1400°F)
* Shorter rods are not recommended, because of heat transfer to the thermostat head. Other rod lengths possible up to 1500 mm
Temperature range
°C (°F)

References
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Thermostat

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

External Knob

3 poles

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1T

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, when it is requested to control a 3 poles circuit (No suitable for hazardous areas)
External knob adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK6, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C (120-570°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Remark: The thermostat , its wiring and knob are atached to the cover
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb and capillary. The capillary is protected by a stainless steel corrugated pipe terminated by a silicone ip. A plasic cap plug provided as
standard accessory allows locking the lexible metal conduit inside a pocket (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: Two M16 cable glands, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: 3 poles , open on temperature rise (3PNC)
Electrical raing: 3x16(4)A 250V, 3x10(1)A 400V, alt.
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Main references
Temperature adjustment
ranges °C (°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F)

References
Y1T8CB004040023C
Y1T8CB004040030C
Y1T8CB030090011C
Y1T8CB030090023C
Y1T8CB030090030C
Y1T8CB030110011C
Y1T8CB030110023C
Y1T8CB030110030C
Y1T8CB050200023C
Y1T8CB050200030C
Y1T8CB050200045C
Y1T8CB050300823C
Y1T8CB050300830C
Y1T8CB050300845C

Diferenial
°C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
8±5°C (14.5±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)
10±5°C (18±9 °F)

Rod length
(C, mm)
230
300
110
230
300
110
230
300
230
300
450
230
300
450

Rod diameter
(D, mm)
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
8
8

Temperature sensing
length (E, mm)
140
140
87
87
87
83
83
83
59
59
59
165
165
165

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on
rod °C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
120°C (250°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
150°C (300°F)
150°C (300°F)
250°C (480°F)
250°C (480°F)
250°C (480°F)
350°C (660°F)
350°C (660°F)
350°C (660°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Rod thermostats (bimetal expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

Internal

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1U

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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Applicaions:
These bimetal rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in usual
industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Small footprint enclosure
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
- Short response ime
- Low sensibility to strong vibraions
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 100 x 53 x 54mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 10+130°C (+14+264°F), +15+95 °C (+59+203°F), +25+165°C (+77+329°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by arrow style knob, on °C printed dial. Consult us for °F versions
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Bimetal rod, stainless steel-Invar. A clip under the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Standard diferenial:15A (4)A 250V/400VAC. Res.
- Reduced diferenial:4(1A) 250VACt. Res.
Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)
-10+130°C (+14+264°F)
+15+95 °C (+59+203°F)
+15+95 °C (+59+203°F)
+25+165°C (+77+329°F)

Rod length (mm)
200
200
300
200

Reference with
standard diferenial
Y1U1RA-10130B20L
Y1U1RA015095B20L
Y1U1RA015095B30L
Y1U1RA025165B20L

Diferenial value
°C (°F)
15±5°C (27±9°F)
15±5°C (27±9°F)
10±3°C (18±5.4°F)
15±5°C (27±9°F)

Reference with
reduced diferenial
Y1U1UA-10130B20L
Y1U1UA015095B20L
Y1U1UA015095B30L
Y1U1UA025165B20L

Diferenial value
°C (°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on
rod °C (°F)
180°C (356°F)
145°C (293°F)
145°C (293°F)
215°C (419°F)

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Thermostat

Rod thermostats (bimetal expansion measurement)

Type

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

Control

Internal

Double pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1U

Thermostat

Applicaions:
These bimetal rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in usual
industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Small footprint enclosure
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
- Short response ime
- Low sensibility to strong vibraions
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 100 x 53 x 54mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 10+130°C (+14+264°F), +15+95 °C (+59+203°F), +25+165°C (+77+329°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by arrow style knob, on °C printed dial. Consult us for °F versions
Acion: temperature control.
Sensing element: Bimetal rod, stainless steel-Invar. A clip under the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: DPNC
Electrical raing:
- Standard diferenial: 15A (4)A 250V/400VAC. Res.
- Reduced diferenial: 4(1A) 250VACt. Res.
Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)
-10+130°C (+14+264°F)
+15+95 °C (+59+203°F)
+15+95 °C (+59+203°F)
+25+165°C (+77+329°F)

Rod length (mm)
200
200
300
200

Reference with
standard diferenial
Y1U1BA-10130B20L
Y1U1BA015095B20L
Y1U1BA015095B30L
Y1U1BA025165B20L

Diferenial value
°C (°F)
15±5°C (27±9°F)
15±5°C (27±9°F)
10±3°C (18±5.4°F)
15±5°C (27±9°F)

Reference with
reduced diferenial
Y1U1CA-10130B20L
Y1U1CA015095B20L
Y1U1CA015095B30L
Y1U1CA025165B20L

Diferenial value
°C (°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8°F)
3±1.5°C (5.4±2.7°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on
rod °C (°F)
180°C (356°F)
145°C (293°F)
145°C (293°F)
215°C (419°F)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Reset

Screwed cap,
Manual reset sealed seing

Contact

Measurement

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1V

Limiter

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety.
- Sealed temperature set point
- M4 Screw cap access is convenient for resetwithout need to open the enclosure.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 80±8°C (176±15°F), 90±8°C (194±15°F), 110±8°C (230±15°F), 130±8°C (266±15°F), 150±8°C (302±15°F), 175±8°C (347±15°F), 220±11°C (428±20°F),
270±13°C (518±23°F), 300±15°C (572±27°F).Other calibraion temperature on request, between 30°C and 320°C(85°F and 610°F)
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquid immersion or brackets for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: Single pole, open on rise (SPNC)
Electrical raing: 16A res. 250/400VAC
- Electrical life >6.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Reference

Calibraion temperature
Minimum resetable
Rod length
Rod diameter
Temperature sensing Max. temperature on
°C (°F)
temperature °C (°F)
(C, mm)
(D, mm)
length (E, mm)
rod °C (°F)
Y1V8L0080105811C
80±8°C (176±15°F)
52°C (126°F)
110
8
77
105°C (221°F)
Y1V8L0080105823C
80±8°C (176±15°F)
52°C (126°F)
230
8
77
105°C (221°F)
Y1V8L0080105830C
80±8°C (176±15°F)
52°C (126°F)
300
8
77
105°C (221°F)
Y1V8L0090115811C
90±8°C (194±15°F)
60°C (140°F)
110
8
77
115°C (239°F)
Y1V8L0090115823C
90±8°C (194±15°F)
60°C (140°F)
230
8
77
115°C (239°F)
Y1V8L0090115830C
90±8°C (194±15°F)
60°C (140°F)
300
8
77
115°C (239°F)
Y1V8L0110135811C
110±8°C (230±15°F)
75°C (167°F)
110
8
77
135°C (275°F)
Y1V8L0110135823C
110±8°C (230±15°F)
75°C (167°F)
230
8
77
135°C (275°F)
Y1V8L0110135830C
110±8°C (230±15°F)
75°C (167°F)
300
8
77
135°C (275°F)
Y1V8L0130155811C
130±8°C (266±15°F)
80°C (176°F)
110
8
74
155°C (311°F)
Y1V8L0130155823C
130±8°C (266±15°F)
80°C (176°F)
230
8
74
155°C (311°F)
Y1V8L0130155830C
130±8°C (266±15°F)
80°C (176°F)
300
8
74
155°C (311°F)
Y1V8L0150175811C
150±8°C (302±15°F)
95°C (203°F)
110
8
74
175°C (347°F)
Y1V8L0150175823C
150±8°C (302±15°F)
95°C (203°F)
230
8
74
175°C (347°F)
Y1V8L0150175830C
150±8°C (302±15°F)
95°C (203°F)
300
8
74
175°C (347°F)
Y1V8L0175200823C
175±8°C (347±15°F)
115°C (239°F)
230*
8
95
200°C (392°F)
Y1V8L0175200830C
175±8°C (347±15°F)
115°C (239°F)
300
8
95
200°C (392°F)
Y1V8L0175200845C
175±8°C (347±15°F)
115°C (239°F)
450
8
95
200°C (392°F)
Y1V8L0220245823C
220±11°C (428±20°F)
140°C (284°F)
230*
8
90
245°C (473°F)
Y1V8L0220245830C
220±11°C (428±20°F)
140°C (284°F)
300
8
90
245°C (473°F)
Y1V8L0220245845C
220±11°C (428±20°F)
140°C (284°F)
450
8
90
245°C (473°F)
8
85
295°C (563°F)
Y1V8L0270295823C
270±13°C (518±23°F)
160°C (320°F)
230*
Y1V8L0270295830C
270±13°C (518±23°F)
160°C (320°F)
300
8
85
295°C (563°F)
Y1V8L0270295845C
270±13°C (518±23°F)
160°C (320°F)
450
8
85
295°C (563°F)
Y1V8L0300325823C
300±15°C (572±27°F)
160°C (320°F)
230*
8
82
325°C (617°F)
Y1V8L0300325830C
300±15°C (572±27°F)
160°C (320°F)
300
8
82
325°C (617°F)
Y1V8L0300325845C
300±15°C (572±27°F)
160°C (320°F)
450
8
82
325°C (617°F)
* Shorter rods are not recommended, because of heat transfer to the thermostat head. Other rod lengths possible up to 1500 mm
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High limit Rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

High limit rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Reset

Contact

Screwed cap,
Manual reset sealed seing Double pole

Measurement

Range °C

Rod

Model

Y1V

Limiter

Main references
Reference

Calibraion temperature
Minimum resetable
Rod length
Rod diameter
Temperature sensing Max. temperature on
°C (°F)
temperature °C (°F)
(C, mm)
(D, mm)
length (E, mm)
rod °C (°F)
Y1V8X0060090811C
60±5°C (140±9°F)
20
110
8
50
90°C (194°F)
Y1V8X0060090823C
60±5°C (140±9°F)
20
230
8
50
90°C (194°F)
Y1V8X0060090830C
60±5°C (140±9°F)
20
300
8
50
90°C (194°F)
Y1V8X0070100811C
70±5°C (158±9°F)
30
110
8
50
100°C (212°F)
Y1V8X0070100823C
70±5°C (158±9°F)
30
230
8
50
100°C (212°F)
Y1V8X0070100830C
70±5°C (158±9°F)
30
300
8
50
100°C (212°F)
Y1V8X0080110811C
80±5°C (176±9°F)
40
110
8
50
110°C (230°F)
Y1V8X0080110823C
80±5°C (176±9°F)
40
230
8
50
110°C (230°F)
Y1V8X0080110830C
80±5°C (176±9°F)
40
300
8
50
110°C (230°F)
Y1V8X0090120811C
90±5°C (194±9°F)
50
110
8
50
120°C (248°F)
Y1V8X0090120823C
90±5°C (194±9°F)
50
230
8
50
120°C (248°F)
Y1V8X0090120830C
90±5°C (194±9°F)
50
300
8
50
120°C (248°F)
Y1V8X0110140811C
110±5°C (230±9°F)
70
110
8
50
140°C (284°F)
Y1V8X0110140823C
110±5°C (230±9°F)
70
230
8
50
140°C (284°F)
Y1V8X0110140830C
110±5°C (230±9°F)
70
300
8
50
140°C (284°F)
Y1V8X0130160811C
130±6°C (266±11°F)
90
110
8
60
160°C (320°F)
Y1V8X0130160823C
130±6°C (266±11°F)
90
230
8
60
160°C (320°F)
Y1V8X0130160830C
130±6°C (266±11°F)
90
300
8
60
160°C (320°F)
Y1V8X0150180823C
150±7°C (302±13°F)
110
230*
8
60
180°C (356°F)
Y1V8X0150180830C
150±7°C (302±13°F)
110
300
8
60
180°C (356°F)
Y1V8X0150180845C
150±7°C (302±13°F)
110
450
8
60
180°C (356°F)
Y1V8X0170200823C
170±7°C (338±13°F)
130
230*
8
60
200°C (392°F)
Y1V8X0170200830C
170±7°C (338±13°F)
130
300
8
60
200°C (392°F)
Y1V8X0170200845C
170±7°C (338±13°F)
130
450
8
60
200°C (392°F)
* Shorter rods are not recommended, because of heat transfer to the thermostat head. Other rod lengths possible up to 900 mm
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Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety, when 2 poles must be cut
- Sealed temperature set point
- M4 Screw cap access is convenient for reset without need to open the enclosure.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 60±5°C (140±9°F), 70±5°C (158±9°F), 80±5°C (176±9°F), 90±5°C (194±9°F), 110±5°C (230±9°F), 130±6°C (266±11°F), 150±7°C (302±13°F), 170±7°C
(338±13°F). Other calibraion temperature on request, between 60°C and 170°C(140°F and 338°F)
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: On thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: Two M16 cable glands, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: double pole, open on rise (DPNC)
Electrical raing: 20A res. 250VAC
- Electrical life >1.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

High limit rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Reset

Screwed cap,
Manual reset sealed seing

Contact

Measurement

3 poles

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1V

Limiter

80

Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as 3 pole high limit safety
- Sealed temperature set point
- M4 Screw cap access is convenient for reset without need to open the enclosure.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 60±5°C (140±9°F), 70±5°C (158±9°F), 80±5°C (176±9°F), 90±5°C (194±9°F), 110±5°C (230±9°F), 130±6°C (266±11°F), 150±7°C (302±13°F), 170±7°C
(338±13°F). Other calibraion temperature on request, between 60°C and 170°C(140°F and 338°F)
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: Two M16 cable glands, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: 3 poles, open on rise (3PNC)
Electrical raing: 3 x 16A 250VAC, 3 x 10A 400VAC (10.000 cycles), 3 x 25A 250VAC, 3 x 16A 400VAC (300 cycles)
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Reference

Calibraion temperature
Minimum resetable
Rod length
Rod diameter
Temperature sensing Max. temperature on
°C (°F)
temperature °C (°F)
(C, mm)
(D, mm)
length (E, mm)
rod °C (°F)
Y1V820060090811C
60±5°C (140±9°F)
20
110
8
50
90°C (194°F)
Y1V820060090823C
60±5°C (140±9°F)
20
230
8
50
90°C (194°F)
Y1V820060090830C
60±5°C (140±9°F)
20
300
8
50
90°C (194°F)
Y1V820070100811C
70±5°C (158±9°F)
30
110
8
50
100°C (212°F)
Y1V820070100823C
70±5°C (158±9°F)
30
230
8
50
100°C (212°F)
Y1V820070100830C
70±5°C (158±9°F)
30
300
8
50
100°C (212°F)
Y1V820080110811C
80±5°C (176±9°F)
40
110
8
50
110°C (230°F)
Y1V820080110823C
80±5°C (176±9°F)
40
230
8
50
110°C (230°F)
Y1V820080110830C
80±5°C (176±9°F)
40
300
8
50
110°C (230°F)
Y1V820090120811C
90±5°C (194±9°F)
50
110
8
50
120°C (248°F)
Y1V820090120823C
90±5°C (194±9°F)
50
230
8
50
120°C (248°F)
Y1V820090120830C
90±5°C (194±9°F)
50
300
8
50
120°C (248°F)
Y1V820110140811C
110±5°C (230±9°F)
70
110
8
50
140°C (284°F)
Y1V820110140823C
110±5°C (230±9°F)
70
230
8
50
140°C (284°F)
Y1V820110140830C
110±5°C (230±9°F)
70
300
8
50
140°C (284°F)
Y1V820130160811C
130±6°C (266±11°F)
90
110
8
60
160°C (320°F)
Y1V820130160823C
130±6°C (266±11°F)
90
230
8
60
160°C (320°F)
Y1V820130160830C
130±6°C (266±11°F)
90
300
8
60
160°C (320°F)
Y1V820150180823C
150±7°C (302±13°F)
110
230*
8
60
180°C (356°F)
Y1V820150180830C
150±7°C (302±13°F)
110
300
8
60
180°C (356°F)
Y1V820150180845C
150±7°C (302±13°F)
110
450
8
60
180°C (356°F)
Y1V820170200823C
170±7°C (338±13°F)
130
230*
8
60
200°C (392°F)
Y1V820170200830C
170±7°C (338±13°F)
130
300
8
60
200°C (392°F)
Y1V820170200845C
170±7°C (338±13°F)
130
450
8
60
200°C (392°F)
* Shorter rods are not recommended, because of heat transfer to the thermostat head. Other rod lengths possible up to 900 mm
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Contact

Measurement

Manual reset

Internal

Screwed
cap

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1W

Adjustable
limiter

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KXA, KXF

Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety.
- Changeover contact for switch of remote signaling
- Manual reset with internal access under M4 screwed cap allows to reset without need to open the enclosure.
- Exist with adjustable set point or with ixed and sealed seing without access for user
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F), 50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F),
60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F), or ixed seing between 0 and +760°C (+32+1400°F)
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Fixed sealed seing model does not have knob.
Acion: High limit with manual reset
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquid immersion or brackets for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)
Fail safe: some of these products can be made with fail safe manual reset. References on request
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Main references

82

References

Rod length
(C, mm)

Rod diameter
(D, mm)

Temperature sensing
length (E, mm)

0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1WKXA000050023C
230
10
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1WKXA000050030C
300
10
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1WKXA000050045C
450
10
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1WKXA000070823C
230
8
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1WKXA000705830C
300
8
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1WKXA000705845C
450
8
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1WKXA020090823C
230
8
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1WKXA020090830C
300
8
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1WKXA020090845C
450
8
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1WKXA010150823C
230
8
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1WKXA010150830C
300
8
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1WKXA010150845C
450
8
80-200°C (175-390°F)
Y1WKXA080200823C
230
8
80-200°C (175-390°F)
Y1WKXA080200830C
300
8
80-200°C (175-390°F)
Y1WKXA080200845C
450
8
50-300°C (120-570°F)
Y1WKXA050300830C
300*
8
50-300°C (120-570°F)
Y1WKXA050300845C
450
8
8
10-450°C (50-840°F)
Y1WKXA010450845C
450*
8
60-500°C(140-930°F)
Y1WKXA060500845C
450*
8
180-600°C (360-1110°F) Y1WKXA180600845C
450*
280-700°C (540-1290°F) Y1WKXA280700645C
450*
6
Fixed seing between 0°C Y1WKXF022***023C
6°C
(11
°F)
230
10
and +30°C (+32+86°F)
Fixed seing between 0°C Y1WKXF022***030C
6°C (11 °F)
300
10
and +30°C (+32+86°F)
Fixed seing between 0°C Y1WKXF022***045C
6°C (11 °F)
450
10
and +30°C (+32+86°F)
Fixed seing between
+30°C and +140°C
Y1WKXF050***823C
15°C (27°F)
230
8
(+86°F+284°F)
Fixed seing between
+30°C and +140°C
Y1WKXF050***830C
15°C (27°F)
300
8
(+86°F+284°F)
Fixed seing between
+30°C and +140°C
Y1WKXF050***845C
15°C (27°F)
450
8
(+86°F+284°F)
Fixed seing between
+140°C and +300°C
Y1WKXF001***823C
30°C (54°F)
230
8
(+284°F+572°F)
Fixed seing between
30°C (54°F)
300
8
+140°C and +300°C
Y1WKXF001***830C
(+284°F+572°F)
Fixed seing between
+140°C and +300°C
Y1WKXF001***845C
30°C (54°F)
450
8
(+284°F+572°F)
Fixed seing between
+300°C and +650°C
Y1WKXF070***845C
60°C (108°F)
450*
8
(+572°F+1200°F)
Fixed seing between
+650°Cand +740°C
Y1WKXF080***645C
60°C (108°F)
450*
6
(+1200°F+1364°F)
* Shorter rods are not recommended, because of heat transfer to the thermostat head. Other rod lengths possible up to 1500 mm

Max. temperature on
rod °C (°F)

152
152
152
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
100
100
100
100
100
120
120
120
300

60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)

152

60°C (140°F)

152

60°C (140°F)

152

60°C (140°F)

120

160°C (320°F)

120

160°C (320°F)

120

160°C (320°F)

100

320°C (610°F)

100

320°C (610°F)

100

320°C (610°F)

120

760°C (1400°F)

300

760°C (1400°F)
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Temperature range
°C (°F)

Minimum manual
reset diferenial
°C (°F)
6°C (11 °F)
6°C (11 °F)
6°C (11 °F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
30°C (54°F)
30°C (54°F)
30°C (54°F)
30°C (54°F)
30°C (54°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)
60°C (108°F)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Contact

Measurement

Manual reset

Screwed
cap

Screwed
cap

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1X

Adjustable
limiter

Applicaions:
- Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, not hazardous areas, for use as high limit safety.
- Changeover contact for switch of remote signaling
- Internal adjustment under screwed cap is convenient for products that must be occasionally adjusted.
- Manual reset with internal access under M4 screwed cap allows to reset without need to open the enclosure.
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 10-150°C (50-300°F), 80-200°C (175-390°F), 50-300°C (120-570°F), 10-450°C (50-840°F),
60-500°C (140-930°F), 180-600°C (360-1110°F), 280-700°C (540-1290°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: High limit with manual reset
Sensing element: Liquid expansion rod. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter under
the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquid immersion or brackets for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)
Fail safe: some of these products can be made with fail safe manual reset. References on request

Main references
Minimum manual
Temperature range
Rod length
Rod diameter
Temperature sensing
References
reset diferenial
°C (°F)
(C, mm)
(D, mm)
length (E, mm)
°C (°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1XKXA000050023C
6°C (11 °F)
230
10
152
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1XKXA000050030C
6°C (11 °F)
300
10
152
0-50°C (32-120°F)
Y1XKXA000050045C
6°C (11 °F)
450
10
152
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1XKXA000070823C
15°C (27°F)
230
8
120
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1XKXA0000705830C
15°C (27°F)
300
8
120
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y1XKXA0000705845C
15°C (27°F)
450
8
120
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1XKXA020090823C
15°C (27°F)
230
8
120
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1XKXA020090830C
15°C (27°F)
300
8
120
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y1XKXA020090845C
15°C (27°F)
450
8
120
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1XKXA010150823C
15°C (27°F)
230
8
120
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1XKXA010150830C
15°C (27°F)
300
8
120
10-150°C (50-300°F)
Y1XKXA010150845C
15°C (27°F)
450
8
120
80-200°C (175-390°F)
Y1XKXA080200823C
30°C (54°F)
230
8
100
80-200°C (175-390°F)
Y1XKXA080200830C
30°C (54°F)
300
8
100
80-200°C (175-390°F)
Y1XKXA080200845C
30°C (54°F)
450
8
100
50-300°C (120-570°F)
Y1XKXA050300830C
30°C (54°F)
300*
8
100
50-300°C (120-570°F)
Y1XKXA05030045C
30°C (54°F)
450
8
100
10-450°C (50-840°F)
Y1XKXA010450845C
60°C (108°F)
450*
8
120
60-500°C(140-930°F)
Y1XKXA060500845C
60°C (108°F)
450*
8
120
180-600°C (360-1110°F) Y1XKXA180600845C
60°C (108°F)
450*
8
120
280-700°C (540-1290°F) Y1XKXA280700645C
60°C (108°F)
450*
6
300
* Shorter rods are not recommended, because of heat transfer to the thermostat head. Other rod lengths possible up to 1500 mm
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Max. temperature on
rod °C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
320°C (610°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
760°C (1400°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Adjustable high limit rod thermostats (bimetal expansion measurement)
Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Contact

Measurement

Manual reset

Internal

Screwed
cap

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1Y

Adjustable
limiter
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1X

Applicaions:
- Changeover contact for switch of remote signaling
These bimetal rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for for use as high limit safety.,in air ducts, in usual
industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Small footprint enclosure
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
- Manual reset with internal access under M4 screwed cap allows to reset without need to open the enclosure.
- Short response ime
- Low sensibility to strong vibraions
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 100 x 53 x 54mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 10+130°C (+14+264°F), +15+95 °C (+59+203°F), +25+165°C (+77+329°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by arrow style knob, on °C printed dial. Consult us for °F versions
Acion: High limit with manual reset and adjustable set point
Sensing element: Bimetal rod, stainless steel-Invar. A clip under the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing: 15A (4)A 250V/400VAC. Res.
Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Temperature range °C (°F)
-10+130°C (+14+264°F)
+15+95 °C (+59+203°F)
+15+95 °C (+59+203°F)
+25+165°C (+77+329°F)
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Rod length (mm)
200
200
300
200

Reference with standard diferenial Min reset diferenial value °C (°F)
Y1Y1XA-10130B20L
20°C (36°F)
Y1Y1XA015095B20L
20°C (36°F)
Y1Y1XA015095B30L
15°C (27°F)
Y1X1XA025165B20L
20°C (36°F)
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Max. temperature on rod °C (°F)
180°C (356°F)
145°C (293°F)
145°C (293°F)
215°C (419°F)
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Type

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Contact

Measurement

Manual reset

Internal

Screwed
cap

Double
pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1Y

Adjustable
limiter

Applicaions:
- Double pole contact for 2 phase switch of
These bimetal rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for for use as high limit safety.,in air ducts, in usual
industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
- Small footprint enclosure
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
- Manual reset with internal access under M4 screwed cap allows to reset without need to open the enclosure.
- Short response ime
- Low sensibility to strong vibraions
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 100 x 53 x 54mm. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 10+130°C (+14+264°F), +15+95 °C (+59+203°F), +25+165°C (+77+329°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by arrow style knob, on °C printed dial. Consult us for °F versions
Acion: High limit with manual reset and adjustable set point
Sensing element: Bimetal rod, stainless steel-Invar. A clips under the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: on thermostat screw terminals
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: on pockets for liquid immersion or lange for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: DPST, open on temperature rise
Electrical raing: 15A (4)A 250V/400VAC. Res.
Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Main references
Temperature range °C (°F)
-10+130°C (+14+264°F)
+15+95 °C (+59+203°F)
+15+95 °C (+59+203°F)
+25+165°C (+77+329°F)

Rod length (mm)
200
200
300
200

Reference with standard diferenial Min reset diferenial value °C (°F)
Y1Y1DA-10130B20L
20°C (36°F)
Y1Y1DA015095B20L
20°C (36°F)
Y1Y1DA015095B30L
15°C (27°F)
Y1Y1DA025165B20L
20°C (36°F)
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Adjustable high limit rod thermostats (bimetal expansion measurement)

Max. temperature on rod °C (°F)
180°C (356°F)
145°C (293°F)
145°C (293°F)
215°C (419°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Combined rod thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Contact

Measurement

Control +
reset

External
knob

Screwed
cap

Single pole

Rod

Range °C

Model

Y1Z

Combined
Thermostat

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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8G+8L

Applicaions:
These liquid expansion rod thermostats can be installed inside pockets as immersion thermostats in pipelines and containers, and for monitoring temperature in air ducts, in
usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas).
This product combines a control thermostat with temperature printed knob and a ixed seing manual reset thermostat
- Knob external adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
- Fixed seing manual reset access under screwed cap allows reseing without need to remove the cover.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK6, 104 x 102 x 86 mm. Mounted on a SUS304 stainless steel wall mouning plate. Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Control thermostat set point adjustment ranges: 4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F), 50-200°C (120-390°F), 50-300°C (120-570°F).
Control thermostat temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt
in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Manual reset: sealed ixed seing, reset accessby M4 screwed cap.
Manual reset calibraion values:
80±8°C (176±15°F), 90±8°C (194±15°F), 110±8°C (230±15°F), 130±8°C (266±15°F), 150±8°C (302±15°F), 175±8°C (347±15°F), 220±11°C (428±20°F), 270±13°C (518±23°F),
300±15°C (572±27°F).Other calibraion temperature on request, between 30°C and 320°C(85°F and 610°F)
Acion: temperature control thermostat + high limit manual reset thermostat.
Sensing elements: Two liquid expansion bulbs. This rod has a non-temperature sensing zone named dead zone which allows thermal insulaion crossing. An increased diameter
under the thermostat head allows mouning pockets or brackets (See pockets in the accessories secion)
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: On pockets for liquid immersion or brackets for air ducts
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contacts: SPDT on the control thermostat and open on temperature rise on manual reset
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (Control thermostat only , C-2 6A(0.6) 250VAC)
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles for control thermostat, 6000 cycles for manual reset thermostat
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Manual reset
Temperature
Min. manual
Control
Temperature Max. temperature on
length Rod diameter sensing
adjustment ranges standard calibraion
reset Diferenial Rod
References
diferenial
length
(C, mm)
(D, mm)
rod °C (°F)
°C (°F) *
°C (°F)
°C (°F)
°C (°F)
(E, mm)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
50±5°C (122±9°F) Y1Z8GB004040023C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
5°C (9°F)
230
10
230
60°C (140°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
50±5°C (122±9°F) Y1Z8GB004040030C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
5°C (9°F)
300
10
230
60°C (140°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
50±5°C (122±9°F) Y1Z8GB004040045C 3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
5°C (9°F)
450
10
230
60°C (140°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F) 110±8°C (230±15°F) Y1Z8GB030090023C 4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
7°C (12.6°F)
230
10
160
120°C (250°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F) 110±8°C (230±15°F) Y1Z8GB030090030C 4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
7°C (12.6°F)
300
10
160
120°C (250°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F) 110±8°C (230±15°F) Y1Z8GB030090045C 4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
7°C (12.6°F)
450
10
160
120°C (250°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F) 130±8°C (266±15°F) Y1Z8GB030110023C 5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
7°C (12.6°F)
230
10
160
150°C (300°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F) 130±8°C (266±15°F) Y1Z8GB030110030C 5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
7°C (12.6°F)
300
10
160
150°C (300°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F) 130±8°C (266±15°F) Y1Z8GB030110045C 5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
7°C (12.6°F)
450
10
160
150°C (300°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F) 220±11°C (428±20°F) Y1Z8GB050200023C 8±5°C (14.5±9 °F) 13°C (23.4°F)
230
10
120
245°C (473°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F) 220±11°C (428±20°F) Y1Z8GB050200030C 8±5°C (14.5±9 °F) 13°C (23.4°F)
300
10
120
245°C (473°F)
50-200°C (120-390°F) 220±11°C (428±20°F) Y1Z8GB050200045C 8±5°C (14.5±9 °F) 13°C (23.4°F)
450
10
120
245°C (473°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F) 300±15°C (572±27°F) Y1Z8GB050300030C 10±5°C (18±9 °F)
15°C (27°F)
300
10
200
325°C (617°F)
50-300°C (120-570°F) 300±15°C (572±27°F) Y1Z8GB050300045C 10±5°C (18±9 °F)
15°C (27°F)
450
10
200
325°C (617°F)
* Other manual reset calibraion values on request. Ask for references
On request: other rod length up to 1500 mm
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Type

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Internal

Contact

Measurement

Range °C

Single pole Pipe mouning

Model

Y10

Thermostat

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
- Insensibility to strong vibraions
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 20-120°C (68-248°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable withoutool.
Acion: Temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017), nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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Control

Adjustment

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-120°C (68-248°F)

Standard diferenial
References
Y10KRA000050200T
Y10KRA000070500T
Y10KRA020090500T
Y10KRA020120010T

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)

Reduced diferenial
References
Y10KUA000050200T
Y10KUA000070500T
Y10KUA020090500T
Y10KUA020120010T

Diferenial °C (°F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on tube
°C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Control

Adjustment

Internal

Contact

Measurement

Range °C

Single pole Pipe mouning

Model

Y10

Thermostat

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -4-40°C (40-105°F), 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: Temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017) , nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
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References
Y108GB004040AA6T
Y108GB030090AA6T
Y108GB030110AA6T

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)

Max. temperature on tube °C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Window

Contact

Measurement

Range °C

Single pole Pipe mouning

Model

Y11

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KR, KU

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
- Window adjustment is convenient for products needing occasional set point change. It allows to visualize the point without having to remove the cover
- Insensibility to strong vibraions
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 20-120°C (68-248°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: Temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017), nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Control

Adjustment

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-120°C (68-248°F)

Standard diferenial
References
Y11KRA000050200U
Y11KRA000070500U
Y11KRA020090500U
Y11KRA020120010U

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)

Reduced diferenial
References
Y11KUA000050200U
Y11KUA000070500U
Y11KUA020090500U
Y11KUA020120010U

Diferenial °C (°F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on tube
°C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Control

Adjustment

Window

Contact

Measurement

Range °C

Single pole Pipe mouning

Model

Y11

Thermostat

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
- Window adjustment is convenient for products needing occasional set point change. It allows to visualize the point without having to remove the cover
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -4-40°C (40-105°F),30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob with window access. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt
in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: Temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1 “, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) et 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017), nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)

90

References
Y118GB004040AA6U
Y118GB030090AA6U
Y118GB030110AA6U

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)

Max. temperature on tube °C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
External Knob

Contact

Measurement

Range °C

Single pole Pipe mouning

Model

Y12

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KR, KU

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
- External knob adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
- Insensibility to strong vibraions
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -0-50°C (32-120°F), 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 20-120°C (68-248°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: Temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017) , nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >500.000 cycles.
Reduced diferenial models cannot be used in 400VAC
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Control

Adjustment

Main references
Temperature range
°C (°F)
0-50°C (32-120°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-120°C (68-248°F)

Standard diferenial
References
Y12KRA000050200T
Y12KRA000070500T
Y12KRA020090500T
Y12KRA020120500T

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)
5±3°C (9±5.4°F)

Reduced diferenial
References
Y12KUA000050200T
Y12KUA000070500T
Y12KUA020090500T
Y12KUA020120500T

Diferenial °C (°F)
2±1°C (3.6±1.8 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on tube
°C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Control

Adjustment

Contact

External knob

Measurement

Range °C

Single pole Pipe mouning

Model

Y12

Thermostat

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
- External knob adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -4-40°C (40-105°F),30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: Temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017) , nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (C-2) 6A(0.6) 250VAC
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature:- 35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)

92

References
Y128GB004040AA6T
Y128GB030090AA6T
Y128GB030110AA6T

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)

Max. temperature on tube °C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Control

Adjustment

Contact

Measurement

External knob

3 poles

Pipe mouning

Range °C

Model

Y12

Thermostat

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, when it is requested to control a 3 pole circuit
(No suitable for hazardous areas)
- External knob adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: -4-40°C (40-105°F),30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: Temperature control.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1 “, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017), nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: 3 poles , open on temperature rise (3PNC)
Electrical raing: 3x16(4)A 250V, 3x10(1)A 400V, alt.
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Main references
Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F)
4-40°C (40-105°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)

References
Y128CB004040AO6T
Y128CB030090AO6T
Y128CB030110AO6T

Diferenial °C (°F)
3±2°C (5.5±3.6 °F)
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on tube °C (°F)
60°C (140°F)
120°C (250°F)
150°C (300°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Reset

Screwed cap,
Manual reset sealed seing

Contact

Measurement

Range °C

Single pole Pipe mouning

Model

Y13

Limiter

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
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Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, (Not suitable for hazardous areas), for use as high limit safety.
- Sealed temperature set point
- M4 Screw cap access is convenient for reset without need to open the enclosure.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 80±8°C (176±15°F), 90±8°C (194±15°F), 110±8°C (230±15°F), 130±8°C (266±15°F), Other calibraion temperature on request, between 30°C and
130°C(85°F and 266°F).
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017) , nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: Single pole, open on rise (SPNC)
Electrical raing: 16A res. 250/400VAC
- Electrical life >6.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Reference
Y138L0080105AO6T
Y138L0090115AO6T
Y138L0110135AO6T
Y138L0130155AO6T
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Calibraion Temperature °C (°F)
80±8°C (176±15°F)
90±8°C (194±15°F)
110±8°C (230±15°F)
130±8°C (266±15°F)

Minimum resetable temperature °C (°F)
52°C (126°F)
60°C (140°F)
75°C (167°F)
80°C (176°F)

Max temperature on tube °C (°F)
105°C (221°F)
115°C (239°F)
135°C (275°F)
155°C (311°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Reset

Contact

Measurement

Screwed cap,
Manual reset sealed seing Double pole Pipe mouning

Range °C

Model

Y13

Limiter

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.
Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, for use as high limit safety, when 2 poles must be cut (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
- Sealed temperature set point
- M4 Screw cap access is convenient for reset without need to open the enclosure.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 60±5°C (140±9°F), 70±5°C (158±9°F), 80±5°C (176±9°F), 90±5°C (194±9°F), 110±5°C (230±9°F), 130±6°C (266±11°F),.Other calibraion temperature
on request, between 60°C and 130°C(140°F and 266°F).
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1 “, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: Two M16 cable glands, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017) , nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: double pole, open on rise (DPNC)
Electrical raing: 20A res. 250VAC
- Electrical life >1.000 cycles.
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice
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Main references
Reference
Y138X0060090AE6T
Y138X0070100AE6T
Y138X0080110AE6T
Y138X0090120AE6T
Y138X0110140AE6T
Y138X0130160AE6T

Calibraion Temperature °C (°F)
60±5°C (140±9°F)
70±5°C (158±9°F)
80±5°C (176±9°F)
90±5°C (194±9°F)
110±5°C (230±9°F)
130±6°C (266±11°F)

Minimum resetable temperature °C (°F)
20
30
40
50
70
90

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max temperature on tube °C (°F)
90°C (194°F)
100°C (212°F)
110°C (230°F)
120°C (248°F)
140°C (284°F)
160°C (320°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Reset

Screwed cap,
Manual reset sealed seing

Contact

Measurement

3 poles

Pipe mouning

Range °C

Model

Y13

Limiter

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, for use as 3 pole high limit safety. (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
- Sealed temperature set point
- M4 Screw cap access is convenient for reset without need to open the enclosure.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point calibraion value: 60±5°C (140±9°F), 70±5°C (158±9°F), 80±5°C (176±9°F), 90±5°C (194±9°F), 110±5°C (230±9°F), 130±6°C (266±11°F), 150±7°C (302±13°F), 170±7°C
(338±13°F). Other calibraion temperature on request, between 60°C and 170°C(140°F and 338°F).
Temperature adjustment: ixed seing, sealed, no access to user.
Acion: fail safe manual reset high temperature limit.
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: On internal screw terminal
Cable output: Two M16 cable glands, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017) , nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: 3 poles, open on rise (3PNC)
Electrical raing: 3 x 16A 250VAC, 3 x 10A 400VAC (10.000 cycles) 3 x 25A 250VAC, 3 x 16A 400VAC (300 cycles)
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Reference
Y13820060090CM6T
Y13820070100CM6T
Y13820080110CM6T
Y13820090120CM6T
Y13820110140CM6T
Y13820130160CM6T
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Calibraion Temperature °C (°F)
60±5°C (140±9°F)
70±5°C (158±9°F)
80±5°C (176±9°F)
90±5°C (194±9°F)
110±5°C (230±9°F)
130±6°C (266±11°F)

Minimum resetable temperature °C (°F)
20
30
40
50
70
90

Max temperature on tube °C (°F)
90°C (194°F)
100°C (212°F)
110°C (230°F)
120°C (248°F)
140°C (284°F)
160°C (320°F)

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Manual reset

Internal

Screwed
cap

Contact

Measurement

Range °C

Pipe
Single pole mouning

Model

Y14

Adjustable
limiter

, products and components in this catalogue are made by Ultimheat alliance members.

KXA, KXF

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment, for use as high limit safety. (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
- Changeover contact for switch of remote signaling
- Manual reset with internal access under M4 screwed cap allows to reset without need to open the enclosure.
- Exist with adjustable set point or with ixed and sealed seing without access for user
- Internal adjustment is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted.
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 20-120°C (68-248°F).
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Fixed sealed seing model does not have knob.
Acion: High limit with manual reset
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017) , nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)
Fail safe: some of these products can be made with fail safe manual reset. References on request

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo
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Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Main references
Temperature range °C (°F)
References
Minimum manual reset diferenial °C (°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
Y14KXA000070500T
15°C (27°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
Y14KXA020090500T
15°C (27°F)
20-120°C (68-248°F)
Y14KXA020120500T
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
Fixed seing between +30°C and +120°C (+86°F+284°F)
Y14KXF050***500T
* Shorter rods are not recommended, because of heat transfer to the thermostat head. Other rod lengths possible up to 1500 mm

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Max. temperature on tube°C (°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
Set point
adjustment

Manual reset
access

Manual reset

Screwed
cap

Screwed
cap

Contact

Measurement

Range °C

Pipe
Single pole mouning

Model

Y15

Adjustable
limiter
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KX

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environmenfor use as high limit safety. (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
- Changeover contact for switch of remote signaling
- Internal adjustment under screwed cap is convenient for products that must be occasionally adjusted.
- Manual reset with internal access under M4 screwed cap allows to reset without need to open the enclosure.
Withstand very low ambient temperatures
Long electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Set point adjustment ranges: 0-70°C (32-160°F), 20-90°C (70-195°F), 20-120°C (68-248°F)
Temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed
skirt is replaceable without tool.
Acion: High limit with manual reset
Sensing element: Liquid expansion bulb inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Internal, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps DIN(3017), nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146 for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C) or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog).
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contact: SPDT
Raing: 15A res. 230/400VAC, electrical life >100.000 cycles.
Storage minimum temperature: -50°C (-60°F)
Fail safe: some of these products can be made with fail safe manual reset. References on request

Main references
Temperature range °C (°F)
0-70°C (32-160°F)
20-90°C (70-195°F)
20-120°C (68-248°F)
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References
Y15KXA000070500T
Y15KXA020090500T
Y15KXA020120500T

Minimum manual reset diferenial °C (°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)
15°C (27°F)

Max. temperature on tube°C (°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
160°C (320°F)
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Type

Control
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Reset access

Control +
reset

Window
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Y16

Combined
Thermostat
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8G+8L

Applicaions:
Pipe surface temperature control in usual industrial applicaion and environment. (Not suitable for hazardous areas)
This product combines a control thermostat with temperature printed knob and a ixed seing manual reset thermostat
Internal adjustment under window is convenient for products that must not be frequently adjusted, allows visualizing the set point and avoid removing the cover for set
point adjustment. Fixed seing manual reset access under screwed cap allows reseing without need to remove the cover.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Control thermostat set point adjustment ranges: 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F).
Control thermostat temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed internal knob with access by window equipped with high impact polycarbonate
glass. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Manual reset: sealed ixed seing, reset accessby M4 screwed cap.
Manual reset calibraion values:
80±8°C (176±15°F), 90±8°C (194±15°F), 110±8°C (230±15°F), 130±8°C (266±15°F) .Other calibraion temperature on request, between 30°C and 130°C(85°F and 266°F)
Acion: temperature control thermostat + high limit manual reset thermostat.
Sensing element: Two liquid expansion bulbs inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017), nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contacts: SPDT on the control thermostat and open on temperature rise on manual reset
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (Control thermostat only , C-2 6A(0.6) 250VAC)
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles for control thermostat, 600 cycles for manual reset thermostat
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)
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Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)

Main references
Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F) Manual reset standard calibraion °C (°F) *
References
Control Diferenial °C (°F) Max. temperature on tube °C (°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
110±8°C (230±15°F)
Y168GB030090AA6U
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
120°C (250°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
130±8°C (266±15°F)
Y168GB030110AA6U
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
150°C (300°F)
* Other possible set point values , consult us for references

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com
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The Y1 range of thermostats with IP65 enclosures
Pipe temperature control thermostats (Liquid expansion measurement)
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8G+8L

Applicaions:
Remote control in usual industrial applicaion and environment,(Not suitable for hazardous areas)
This product combines a control thermostat with temperature printed knob and a ixed seing manual reset thermostat
- Knob external adjustment is convenient for products that must be frequently adjusted, but reduces IK impact resistance, and does not protect against malicious acions.
- Fixed seing manual reset access under screwed cap allows reseing without need to remove the cover.
Standard electrical and mechanical life model
Housing: Aluminum,IP65, IK10, 104 x 102 x 86 mm, with backside pipe mouning temperature sensing aluminum bracket Grey RAL7032 epoxy paining
Control thermostat set point adjustment ranges: 30-90°C (85-195°F), 30-110°C (85-230°F)
Control thermostat temperature adjustment: Set point adjustable by temperature printed external knob. Shipped with °C printed skirt ited on the knob, and °F printed skirt
in spare part. Printed skirt is replaceable without tool.
Manual reset: sealed ixed seing, reset accessby M4 screwed cap.
Manual reset calibraion values:
80±8°C (176±15°F), 90±8°C (194±15°F), 110±8°C (230±15°F), 130±8°C (266±15°F) .Other calibraion temperature on request, between 30°C and 130°C(85°F and 266°F)
Acion: temperature control thermostat + high limit manual reset thermostat.
Sensing element: Two liquid expansion bulbs inside aluminum bracket in contact with the pipe surface.
The bracket design provides opimized thermal contact with 34 mm (1”, DN25), 60 mm (2”, DN50) and 90 mm (3”, DN80)outside diameter tubes. For intermediate sizes, we
recommend the use of thermal grease
Electrical connecions: Inside, on screw terminal connecion block
Earthing: on internal screw terminal
Cable output: M16 cable gland, PA66, for cables up to 10 mm dia.
Mouning: The thermostat housing can be ixed on the pipe by worm drive hose clamps (DIN3017), nylon cable ies (Tie wraps upon EN50146, for applicaions at permanent
temperature lower than 85°C), or speciic stainless steel punched band (see accessories at the end of this catalog)
Ideniicaion: 20 x 40 mm stainless steel ideniicaion label, riveted.
Contacts: SPDT on the control thermostat and open on temperature rise on manual reset
Electrical raing:
- Open on temperature rise contact (C-1) 16A(2.6) 250VAC
- Close on temperature rise contact (Control thermostat only , C-2 6A(0.6) 250VAC)
- Electrical life >100.000 cycles for control thermostat, 600 cycles for manual reset thermostat
Cannot be used in 400VAC
Minimum Storage temperature: -35°C (-30°F)

Main references
Temperature adjustment ranges °C (°F) Manual reset standard calibraion °C (°F) *
References
Control Diferenial °C (°F) Max. temperature on tube °C (°F)
30-90°C (85-195°F)
110±8°C (230±15°F)
Y178GB030090AA6T
4±3°C (7±5.5 °F)
120°C (250°F)
30-110°C (85-230°F)
130±8°C (266±15°F)
Y178GB030110AA6T
5±3°C (9±5.5 °F)
150°C (300°F)
* Other possible set point values , consult us for references
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